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ABSTRACT

Text representation is at the foundation of most text-based applications. Surface features

are insufficient for many tasks and therefore constructing powerful discriminative features

in a general way is an open challenge. Current approaches use deep neural networks to

bypass feature construction. While deep learning can learn sophisticated representations

from text, it requires a lot of training data, which might not be readily available, and the

derived features are not necessarily interpretable. In this work, we explore a novel paradigm,

model-based feature construction (MBFC), that allows us to construct semantic features

that can potentially improve many applications. In brief, MBFC uses human knowledge and

expertise as well as big data to guide the design of models that enhance predictive modeling

and support the data mining process by extracting useful knowledge, which in turn can be

used as features for downstream prediction tasks. In this dissertation, we show how this

paradigm can be applied to several tasks of social media analysis. We explore how MBFC

can be used to solve the problem of target misalignment for prediction, where the output

variable and the data may be at different levels of resolution and the goal is to construct

features which can bridge this gap. The MBFC method allows us to use additional related

data, e.g. associated context, to facilitate semantic analysis and feature construction.

In this dissertation, we focus on a subset of problems which social media data, in par-

ticular text data, can be leveraged to construct useful representations for prediction. We

explore several kinds of user generated content in social media data such as review data

for useful review prediction, micro-blogging data for urgent health-based prediction tasks

and discussion forum data for expert prediction. First, we propose a background mixture

model to capture incongruity features in text, and use these features for humor detection in

restaurant reviews. Second, we propose a source reliability feature representation method for

trustworthy comment identification that incorporates user aspect expertise when modeling

fine-grained reliabilities in an online discussion forum. And finally, we propose multi-view

attribute features that adapt MBFC to handle the target misalignment problem for topic-

based features and apply this to tweets in order to forecast new diagnosis rates for sexually

transmitted infections.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of user generated content on the web has enabled many applications

ranging from text prediction and personalized recommendation to automatic dialogue gen-

eration. In a social media context, text data broadly refers to data generated online, such as

emails, blogs, micro-blogs, reviews, questions and comments in online forums, and text chat

messages. In social networks, this can either be in a social setting, where the users commu-

nicate with each other, or using more traditional methods, where interactions are instead

more broadcasted. Thus, we can view users in a social media context as live sensors and

observe this transfer of information via their text footprint. A broad goal of this dissertation

is to understand user behavior by modeling different aspects from the text footprint in a

social media setting. For example, we encode our understanding of the user behavior via

the generative process of how a user writes a funny review, and how the user’s expertise is

modeled across various aspects. In doing so, we can encode our understanding of the user’s

behavior and construct features from these models that could be reused and potentially be

applied to many prediction problems.

Big data offers a great opportunity for applying prediction algorithms on text data in

order to extract and discover useful insights for decision making. The rise of deep learning

algorithms and methods has enabled many useful applications involving big text data [1].

Such applications in the banking and finance industries include credit card fraud detection

[2], while applications in the health sector include using social media for epidemic prediction

[3] and outbreak detection [4] and have helped shape policies in governance [5]. However,

deep learning methods lack interpretability and model transparency, which make them dif-

ficult to apply to situations where there is a need for fairness and accountability in decision

making [6]. This need for interpretability in decision making, such as in text prediction,

motivates the need for model-based feature representation and construction.

In machine learning and pattern recognition, a feature is an individual measurable property

or characteristic of a phenomenon being observed [7]. The feature construction process

can be designed to encode human intuition. It is often the case where machine learning

practitioners rely on experience and intuition to determine which features are the best suited

for the problem at hand. For example, in citation recommendation, where the goal is to

recommend reference articles for a given scientific article, there are many features that can

be considered, such as the article’s title, authors, venue, content text, and the context in

which the citation occurs [8]. In general, feature construction is challenging since there is no

clear indication of which features to use, when to use those features or how to use them [9].
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There is also little notion of feature re-usability: the features constructed for one problem

may not be general enough to work for other similar prediction problems.

In this dissertation, we study the problem of text-based feature representation for text clas-

sification systems. We describe a framework for reasoning about model-based text features

derived from data mining methods which encode human expertise and domain knowledge.

We tackle the challenge of feature construction in social media by considering how different

types of associated data, or context, can be used to enhance features. First, we consider the

companion text that can be derived from the entities mentioned in the text. In particular,

we propose a probabilistic mixture model to encode background text sources and show how

this is useful in identifying incongruity features in humorous user reviews. This model-based

feature representation is an instance of differential semantic feature representations, a class

of feature representation that relates the meaning of a source text to a reference dataset.

Second, we consider the user, or source, of the text and how we can model not only what

they have written, but also to what extent can the text be trusted. We propose a method

to better analyze user reliability by modeling fine-grained reliability distributed over sev-

eral aspects in the context of comment trustworthiness discovery. Third, we consider the

meta-data associated with social media posts to repurpose model-based feature construction

methods. We propose a multi-view of feature construction which can encompass associated

meta-data such as location, time, authors and social media-specific attributes. While the

problem of feature representation is a general one, we focus on social media as a case study

for the model-induced feature construction methods. We explore several datasets and com-

munities such as restaurant review data from Yelp, micro-blogging data from Twitter, and

online discussion forum data from Reddit. We ground our models in a variety of applications

to show the performance improvements of using model-based features over traditional and

classical features.

1.1 TEXT REPRESENTATION AND FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

In a text prediction task, a machine learning algorithm is used in conjunction with the

feature representation of the input text to produce some outcome variable. The purpose of

feature and text representation is to create a meaningful machine-readable representation

of the input data. We can conceive countless ways of creating these representations using

our domain knowledge and intuition; however, many representations may be irrelevant to

the problem at hand, or may not necessarily generalize, and scale, to similar problems.

An alternative line of research forgoes part of the feature engineering and has the learning

model, typically a neural network, learn such representations. While both methods have
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their advantages and disadvantages, they may not necessarily be mutually exclusive: we

can leverage some model-learned representations to design novel features, and we can use

domain knowledge to refine automatic learning of such representations.

Text representation and feature construction have been long-standing and important facets

for many domains, such as information retrieval, machine learning and natural language pro-

cessing [10]. Text representation with respect to text prediction and text mining has changed

much since its inception. In the information retrieval (IR) community, the problem of feature

representation of text has been well studied [11] and has resulted in a wealth of feature con-

struction methods. Some examples include bag-of-words (BOW) representations, statistical

phrase indexing [12], syntactic phrase indexing [12, 13, 14] and latent semantic indexing

[15, 16], as well as important weighing heuristics for document retrieval and document-query

weighing tasks [17, 18, 19].

In this section, we provide a brief literature review of the major works for feature construc-

tion. We first focus on shallow text-based features, but also show that these features can be

augmented to include other forms of related data. We then describe semantic features, and,

finally, introduce model-based features.

1.1.1 Lexical and Shallow Features

To represent a basic lexical unit of text, namely words, there have been considerable

efforts in developing features which capture different categorical discrepancies. Perhaps the

most standard of features to use in text classification, bag-of-words features only use the

most basic of lexical units, the words in each instance, to construct the representation. The

simplicity of BOW features therefore make them applicable to many use cases. However,

BOW features are limited by the fact that they are not able to capture lexical ambiguity.

Another frequently used feature type in IR and natural language processing (NLP) tasks is

part-of-speech (POS) tags. The feature measure here maps each word w ∈ V to a POS tag

set [20, 21]. In both cases, these shallow and lexical features fail to capture word semantics.

Another issue with using words as features is that it is possible to observe new unseen

words when applying these features to new data. To overcome this limitation, one approach

is to label these words with an explicit “UNK” label. However, by using this approach, we

may lose some information about the unknown words, which may be lexically similar, e.g.

misspelled or plural forms, or semantically similar. To combat this, alternative tokenization

strategies have been proposed, such as byte-pair encoding [22], which breaks words down

into subwords, and unigram tokenization [23, 24, 25], which does so in a morphologically

meaningful way. An alternative approach is to use character n-grams to represent words
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at the character level. An n-gram is a contiguous set of n items; this can include words,

subwords, or characters (for a more detailed overview, see [26, 27]). These approaches have

been shown to capture morphology, author style and syntactic information [28] and have

been shown to work better than word n-grams in some tasks, such as hate speech and

abusive language detection [29, 30, 31].

1.1.2 Probabilistic Topic Modeling and Semantic Features

Feature representations that encode word semantics partially overcome some limitations

of shallow lexical features. Some of the notable works of creating semantic feature represen-

tation of text include latent semantic indexing [15] and topic modeling [16, 32].

The idea for latent semantic indexing approaches is to project the term-frequency matrix

to a lower dimensional semantic space. These projections can be performed via rank k

approximation of singular value decomposition or non-negative matrix factorization. The key

is that these projections retain the word semantics, and thus produce a better approximation

for the document similarity than the BOW representation.

If the projections are performed in a non-negative matrix factorization, the resulting

representations can be interpreted as topic distributions [16]. Topic modeling approaches

have been successfully applied in a variety of tasks and have been developed for different

purposes [33, 34, 35, 36]. Here, we focus our discussion on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

[32], since it is one of the most popular and widely-used methods for topic modeling. LDA

has also been extended to many variants that handle different types of data and assumptions

[36, 37]. LDA can be described via a generative graphical model, which describes a process for

generating each word in a document by first sampling a topic distribution for the document

and then sampling a word from a single topic. LDA can capture the co-occurrence patterns

of terms across document in a corpus. LDA is a powerful text mining method which can

discover various topics, or themes, across documents and cluster similar documents via these

themes.

Features generated using LDA are two-fold: (1) the document-topic distribution is a topic

feature representation of each document, and (2) the topic-word distribution is a corpus-

wide summary describing the topics. Similar to LDA, a focus of our work is to develop text

mining models with a purpose, such that they can mine useful and interpretable knowledge

while also being useful for feature construction and text prediction.
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1.1.3 Word Representation Features

In recent years, with the rise of deep learning methods, text representation has been largely

left to neural network models. The key distinction here is that the lexical units, i.e. words,

are embedded in a high-dimensional vector space [38]. Early approaches to constructing

word embeddings, such as word2vec [39] and GloVe [40], assumed a static representation

for each word. In contrast, current state-of-the-art approaches consider the context of the

word when building its representation. These approaches can thus capture the polysemy

aspect of words [38, 41]. While the discriminative power of these deep learning approaches

has been observed through various applications, one major limitation is the lack of faithful

interpretability [42, 43].

1.2 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

In this dissertation, we explore a novel strategy that we call model-based feature construc-

tion (MBFC), that emphasizes the use of domain knowledge as well as companion text data

in social media to construct features. In particular, we address the question of reusability

in the feature construction process by providing a multi-view attribute approach for fea-

ture construction. Like LDA, MBFC provides a way to construct discriminate features for

prediction tasks via a model for knowledge discovery. We analyze the benefit of applying

MBFC to three different social media prediction tasks, namely recognizing humor in reviews,

judging comment trustworthiness on online discussion forums, and predicting new STI di-

agnoses using tweets. In each of these tasks, we leverage different types of context found in

social media text; these include background reference text, user interaction networks, and

associated meta-data, respectively. In doing so, we show that MBFC is a general framework

for discriminative feature construction for social media text.

1.2.1 Social Media Analysis

The growth of online feedback systems, such as reviews, discussion forums, and blogs in

which users can write about their preferences and opinions, has enabled more creativity in

the written communication of user ideas. As such, these feedback systems have become

ubiquitous, and it is not difficult to imagine a future with smart systems reacting to user’s

behavior in a human-like manner [44].

Social media networks and online discussion forums have been shown to provide valuable

insights; examples of discoverable insights include opposing discussion opinions [45], user
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metrics, and adverse drug effects [46]. Additionally, online reviews for services and products

have been shown to have a real monetary impact on revenue [47].

Social micro-blogging sites like Twitter have enabled the democratization of disruptive

communication for social activism and have played a key role in social movement organization

such as #MeToo, Arab Spring, Black Lives Matter, and the Occupy movement [48, 49, 50,

51, 52]. While the user generated content may be useful, most social media platforms have

almost no regulations on post requirements or user background; as a result, many responses

contain low-quality, conflicting, and unreliable information [53]. This misinformation could

lead to severe consequences, especially in health-related forums, that outweigh the positive

benefits of these communities. To address this challenge, some forums employ moderators to

curate appropriate responses; however, it is not only expensive to curate each reply manually,

but also unsustainable [54].

In this dissertation, we explore several applications that leverage social media data. First,

to show the utility of modeling incongruity in text, we leverage Yelp reviews as a form

of creative user-generated text and use them in conjunction with Wikipedia to develop

features for humor identification [55]. We then use our source aspect-reliability features to

identify comment trustworthiness in community discussion forums. To do this, we create

the CrowdQM Reddit dataset, in which users across three different Reddit communities

seek help by posting questions and get answers from other users in the community by the

replies or comments; we then show that our model-based features can be used to predict

expertise in the community [54]. In the last line of work, we show that we can use multi-view

attribute features in conjunction with social media data and meta-data to predict health-

related markers. We use Twitter data to predict the new diagnosis incident rates of four

sexually transmitted infections and diseases (STIs) and provide some guidance on how to

use model-based features to improve STI rate forecasting [56].

1.2.2 Model-Based Feature Construction

In this dissertation, we study the notion of model-based features on text prediction tasks by

considering various contexts of text data. Since in prediction tasks, such as text classification

and text regression modeling, we can directly observe the discriminative power of features,

this setting is more appropriate than other tasks, such as clustering, where these features

could potentially also be applied. The goal of model-based features is to allow the inclusion

of conjectures of human expertise while mining useful knowledge.

Model-based feature construction is an unsupervised method for text mining that models

some context of the data to produce a low-dimensional feature representation. In some
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cases, this representation can be used as a synthesized version of the text data, or as a

representation of user attributes such as reliability, which make it suitable for different

prediction tasks. Specifically, model-based features assume there are some latent variables

of the text which can be encoded via an interpretable latent-variable model. This is not

solely limited to text, but also the agents producing the texts as well.

Compared to lexical features, model-based features can encode a variety of semantic infor-

mation beyond the text’s surface form, such as user aspect-reliability. Unlike deep learning

and neural network representations, the model-based features are interpretable; that is, each

latent variable is derived in some explainable manner. While topic model-based methods can

be regarded as model-based features, they limit the feature construction model to in-domain

corpora. However, when we read a piece of text, we typically incorporate background world

knowledge from which we can make connections; in some cases, the author assumes this

knowledge and makes specific references. We therefore propose a novel way to construct

features using models that leverage different, possibly out-of-domain contexts in which text

appears, such as reference background text.

We develop three models which capture different contexts of the data. In the first work,

humor recognition, we model human background knowledge by appending a reference text

corpus by which we can describe the references made by the author. In the second line of

work, comment trustworthiness identification, we model each user as a source with a unique

range of expertise and capture the user reliabilities via their text footprints. Finally, in STI

new diagnosis prediction, we leverage social media meta-data, such as user location and

hashtags, to model different contexts of the text data.

Specifically, we propose and study the following novel strategies for developing model-

based features for text prediction.

Semantic Incoherence Features via Background Text An aspect of feature construc-

tion is the usage of external text. Typically, there is auxiliary text which can augment the

task-specific data, we call this background text. For example, Yelp users write restaurant

reviews, but may not solely be limited by a review format. Instead, they may incorporate

creative writing, which makes it difficult to process the text [57]. Thus, we would need

to leverage background text to understand some common-sense knowledge the users may

reference.

We provide models for text along with different contexts, considering reference corpus

we develop differential semantic feature representations. Differential semantic features can

capture semantic differences of a source text when compared to some background text. For

some tasks (e.g., humor detection) it is useful to measure semantic cohesion of text or rather
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in coherence of text.

Specifically, we study the problem of automatically identifying humorous text from a new

kind of text data, i.e., online reviews. We propose a generative mixture model, based on the

theory of incongruity, to model humorous text, which allows us to leverage background text

sources, such as Wikipedia entry descriptions, and enables construction of multiple features

for identifying humorous reviews.

Evaluation of these features using supervised learning for classifying reviews into humor-

ous and non-humorous reviews shows that the features constructed based on the proposed

generative model are much more effective than the major features proposed in the existing

literature, allowing us to achieve almost 86% accuracy. These humorous review predictions

can also supply good indicators for identifying helpful reviews.

Measuring Multi-Aspect Source Reliability Social media data not only contains the

text footprint of the users in the social network, but also the interaction between the users

in the network. By studying the user behavior and analysing user relation patterns we can

then incorporate this information in the feature construction. By developing context-based

features, these feature representations can encode information about the domain as well as

the task specific problem. Feature construction and thus word representation may be learned

by leveraging the social network.

In social media data, text data rarely occurs in isolation; considering source of texts we

develop multi-aspect source feature representations. Multi-aspect features are analogous to

topic features in the case for sources, as they can capture co-occurrence patterns as well as

the source’s text.

Community discussion forums are increasingly used to seek advice; however, they often

contain conflicting and unreliable information. Truth discovery models estimate source reli-

ability and infer information trustworthiness simultaneously in a mutual reinforcement man-

ner and can be used to distinguish trustworthy comments with no supervision. However,

they do not capture the diversity of word expressions and learn a single reliability score

for the user. CrowdQM addresses these limitations by modeling the fine-grained aspect-

level reliability of users and incorporate semantic similarity between words to learn a latent

trustworthy comment embedding. We apply our latent trustworthy comment for comment

ranking for three diverse communities in Reddit and show consistent improvement over non-

aspect-based approaches. We also show qualitative results on learned reliability scores and

word embeddings by our model.
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Multi-view Model-Based Aspect Features by leveraging Context Networks In

this line of work, we propose a general method to identify the best way to apply an existing

model for feature construction to the new problem at hand.

A particular problem for social media data for prediction problems, is there is no one-

fit-all solution for the representation and usage of documents. For example, on Twitter

messages are in the form of tweets, while the predictive outcomes may be location specific,

e.g., the influenza rate for a particular county. Thus, there is a form of mismatch for the

observed data and the target variable, we call this, target misalignment. We show a method

for document representation which tries to solve this problem.

Different than the previous two works, multi-view aspect features address the question

of how to apply model-based features in a social media setting by leveraging meta-data

information. We develop multi-view features and show that model-based features can benefit

indirect prediction task, where there is text misalignment.

The effectiveness of social media-based prediction highly depends on whether we can con-

struct effective content-based features based on social media text data. Features constructed

based on topics learned using a topic model are very attractive due to their expressiveness

in semantic representation and accommodation of inexact matching of semantically related

words. We develop a novel general framework for constructing multi-attribute topic features

using multi-views of the text data defined according to metadata attributes and study their

effectiveness for a text-based prediction task. Furthermore, we propose and study multiple

weighting strategies to align text-based features and prediction outcomes. We evaluate the

proposed method on a Twitter corpus of over 100 million tweets collected over a seven-year

period in 2009-2015 to predict human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) new diagnosis and

other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) new diagnosis in the United States at the ZIP

Code-level and county-level resolutions. The results show that feature representations based

on attributes such as authors, locations, and hashtags are generally more effective than the

conventional topic feature representation.

1.3 OUTLINE

This dissertation studies model-based feature construction with the following specific social

media application as case studies. However, we note that the proposed feature construction

methods are mostly general and thus can easily be applied in other application going beyond

social media.

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. We discus related work and

provide an overview of model-based feature construction in Chapter 2, and give a brief
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analysis of model-based features in comparison to related work. In Chapter 3 we discuss

differential semantic features which incorporate reference background text, in the context

of incongruity features for humor identification. Chapter 4 considers multi-aspect source

reliability features for community discussion forums, using an optimization framework to

incorporate user-behavior and comment posting patterns. In Chapter 5 we consider the

problem of constructing features by leveraging network context (or meta-data). Finally, we

provide a summary of model-based feature construction and conclude in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2: MODEL BASED FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

In this chapter we provide an overview of the related work in feature construction. First,

we provide an overview of textual features typically used in social media tasks. Since there

are many tasks on social media, and a diverse set of features for those tasks, we organize the

review-based task specific vocabulary approaches, semantic and content features, and finally

based on word representation learning. The second part of the literature review focuses

on works more closely associated with the proposed work in this dissertation. Specifically,

we focus on features which use reference corpus and source feature representations in the

context of social media analysis.

2.1 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

In this dissertation we study the feature representation problem and explore different

aspects which make this problem challenging. Consider the following process for generating

features, given some measure, mi, of text, we can create a feature measure for a text unit

d ∈ E as follows:

fi = mi(d) (2.1)

The feature measure takes any piece of text and maps it to a real valued representation,

e.g., scalar, vector, or tensor. Note that in equation 2.1, mi can be any feature of text,

such as number of unique words (e.g., word length), or it can be rule-based such “1” if

the presence of a particular word ωi in some vocabulary ωi ∈ V and d can be any piece of

text, see Figure 2.1a. We define features which can be measured at the surface-level of text

as direct features, given by equation 2.1. These features include lexical, word counts and

n-gram like features, since we can directly measure these types of features solely from the

text document. Alternatively, features that require information beyond the text document

we define as indirect features, given by equation 2.2.

fi = mi(d,D) (2.2)

Note that in equation 2.2, we call D the context used to generate the feature fi. For example,

D can be the training corpus, if we are generating corpus-level statistics for each feature.

In this dissertation we explore several ways we can define this context such as an external

reference corpus (Chapter 3), data associated with user-level information (Chapter 4), or an

associated meta-data corpus (Chapter 5).
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While d is traditionally used to represent a document in information retrieval, we distin-

guish the text instance for prediction and a document. For example, in the case of predicting

stock prices using news articles, the text instance may be the collection of corresponding

news articles for the specific company, while a document is a single news article. The news

articles can then be used to measure signals about the company’s stock price to construct

indirect features.

2.1.1 The Feature Construction Process

In this dissertation we make a distinction between the feature construction process from

feature weighting, and feature selection methods as used in text prediction problems [58].

These processes can be described as operations on top of a feature measure to further refine

the feature measure and improve performance, such as re-normalizing and sub-sampling

from the original features. However, selecting what feature weighting scheme and feature

sampling scheme to use, and when, are both prominent areas of research [58, 59].

The feature construction process for a text prediction task, stems from the following two

questions

• What signals are useful for the task?

• How can we measure these signals as features?

The first question depends on both the text prediction task and the available data for the

task. Identifying which features are the best for the prediction task is largely left to discovery

and exploration, as there is one-fit-all approach. In the case of text classification, we may

rely on cues from language to identify discrepancies between different classes. Some useful

signals might be words, phrases, punctuation, taxonomies or ontologies of features [60, 61],

domain specific lexicons and other lexical features [62, 63]. However, these direct features

may fail to capture useful signals which indirect features maybe be more suitable for, i.e.,

semantics or some common-sense knowledge about the world, such as background named

entity representation, word representation, author topical expertise, and other background

context information.

The second question relates to how we can measure the signals proposed in the first

question, e.g., how to construct measures of text data that encapsulate the signals proposed.

In general, there are many ways to construct these measures, popular methods include vector

space representation or mode, graph representation of text, and embedded features [64]. In

our work, we propose MBFC as a method for developing features that capture different
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context of social media and in doing so, we propose three different algorithms for deriving

features from models. Another challenge pertaining to this question is when the signals

which we think might be useful are not at the same granularity as the target variable, we

call this the target misalignment problem. For example, coming back to our stocks example,

if we believe that newsworthy events, e.g., those reported in relevant news sources, may

influence stock change, then we can capture these signals via the text in the news articles.

The target misalignment problem is a different kind of problem for feature construction,

since we can have a good feature measure of text, but if we cannot align this feature to the

granularity of the target, it is unusable [56].

The role of text representation and feature construction has been a long-standing impor-

tant facet for many domains, such as information retrieval, machine learning and natural

language processing [10]. In the remainder of this section, we provide a brief literature review

of the major works for feature construction. We first focus on shallow text-based features,

but also show that these features can be augmented to include other forms of related data

as well. We then describe semantic features and introduce model-based features.

2.1.2 Lexical and Shallow Feature Construction

We describe the construction of these features, by providing an example for the problem

of trustworthy comment discovery, which we outline in detail in Chapter 4. In brief the goal

of trustworthy comment discovery involves selecting the most trustworthy and appropriate

comment replies for a submission in an online discussion forum. We defer the discussion

on how we can determine the trustworthiness of users and comment and describe here a

method for determining relevant comments. Consider the following example in Table 2.1,

taken from the CrowdQM Reddit Ask dataset [54]. In Table 2.2 we show the bag-of-word

Submission: How does AC electricity charge a DC device?

Comment 1: Alternating current may be converted into direct current using a
rectifier.

Comment 2: The chargers for your battery-powered electronics step down the
AC voltage and convert it to DC.

Comment 3: AC is converted to DC using a “bridge rectifier”.

Table 2.1: Example of a submission with corresponding comments. The comments have
been shorten for brevity.

feature counts, with minor prepossessing, e.g., eliminating stop words and converting to

lower-case. The simplicity of the bag-of-word features makes it applicable to many use
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cases, since the only information used is the most basic of lexical units, words in each

instance. However, it is limited by the fact that it is not able to capture lexical ambiguity.

In the running example, the first comment, C1, does to explicitly mention the term “AC”,

instead the author uses “alternating current” similarly with “DC”. In our example task, for

finding the most trustworthy comment, using simply BOW features the first comment will be

regarded as not relevant. A limitation of these shallow and lexical feature types is that they

fail to capture word semantics. The construction of these feature types can be generalized

vocabulary S C1 C2 C3

ac 1 0 1 1
alternating 0 1 0 0
battery 0 0 1 0
convert 0 0 1 0
converted 0 1 0 1
current 0 2 0 0
dc 1 0 1 1
direct 0 1 0 0
does 1 0 0 0
electricity 1 0 0 0
electronics 0 0 1 0
powered 0 0 1 0
rectifier 0 1 0 1
step 0 0 1 0
using 0 1 0 1

Table 2.2: The bag of word representations for the Submission (S) and Comments (C).

by the vector space model in the context of text document representation [65]. BOW feature

construction for text prediction can be thought as applying the feature measure function to

each dimension in the vector-space model, such that the resulting vector corresponds to the

text instance for prediction,

tf (d) =


tf1(d)

...

tf|V|(d)

 . (2.3)

In Equation 2.3, tfi(d) is the term-frequency weight. In general, this can be any measure of

the text instance for prediction, such as, the frequency of a character in the text instance, the

average word length, the average sentence length, or a measure for the alliteration used in the

sentences. In the original vector space modelmi corresponds to a weight scheme for each term
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in the corresponding document, such as term-frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-

idf). To represent corpus-wide induced feature parameter we can represent m(d;D), where

D is the corresponding corpus for which the feature parameters were estimated,

tfidf(d;D) =


tf1(d) · idf1(d;D)

...

tf|V|(d) · idf|V|(d;D)

 . (2.4)

In Equation 2.4, idfi(d,D) is the estimated inverse document frequency of term wi ∈
V . Tf-idf, as a feature, is thus a multi-dimensional feature vector which depends on a

corresponding corpus. How to define the feature weights is a prominent area of research with

well-known methods such as Okapi weighting, also known as BM25 [66]. BM25 has been

extended to handle adaptive term frequencies [17, 18], use structural similarity in queries

[67], and extended for co-occurrence graph query expansion methods [68]. For completeness

we describe some feature weighting scheme methods, although a thorough examination is

out of the scope of this work. In [69], the authors propose a modified version of tf-idf

which considers the absent terms in calculating the terms’ weights. Other tf-idf weighting

schemes take in to account the class discriminative power [70, 71], weighting schemes based

on relevance frequency [72], and model induced term weighting schemes [19].

In the context of text prediction, D is typically set of all examples, however D is not limited

to this set and can be other external or background dataset, we explore this in Chapter 3.

2.1.3 Probabilistic Topic Modeling and Semantic Feature Construction

If the projections are performed in a non-negative matrix factorization the resulting rep-

resentations can be interpreted as topic distributions, [16]. Topic modeling approaches have

been successfully applied in a variety of tasks and have been developed for different purposes

[33, 34, 35, 36]. Here we limit our discussion to one major work Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) [32]. LDA can be described via a generative graphical model which describes a pro-

cess for generating each word in a document via first sampling a topic distribution for the

document and then sampling a word from a single topic. LDA can capture the co-occurrence

patterns of terms across document in a corpus. LDA is a powerful text mining method which

can discover various themes, i.e., topics, across documents and cluster similar documents via

these themes. We give a more detail account of LDA in chapter 5.

Features generated using LDA are two-fold, first the document-topic distribution is a topic

feature representation of each document, and second the topic-word distribution is corpus-
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wide summary describing the topics. Treating LDA as a black box model we can describe a

feature construction as follows, given a model familyM, and a corresponding text collection

D, thus,

MΛ(d,D) = ΘD(d) (2.5)

where Λ is the model parameters and ΘD(d) is the estimated features corresponding to

the example instance d ∈ E given by model MΛ, we call these model-based features. The

feature construction process for model-based features and feature sets is shown in Figure

2.1b.

 md f

(a) A view of the feature construction pro-
cess as a measure of some property.

 M

d Θ

D

λ

f

(b) Model-based features which can depend
on external sources to output new parameter
estimates that can be used for feature devel-
opment.

Figure 2.1: Feature construction process for text prediction problems.

In the case of LDA, ΘD(d) = θd is often the topic distribution for d. Note that this

equation is similar to equation 2.1, with the notion that our measure is now a model. The

focus of this work is then developing text mining models with a purpose, that can mine

useful knowledge, and be used for feature construction and text prediction.

2.1.4 Word Representation Features

Word embeddings derived from deep learning models can be categorized as features derived

from models as they fit the definition. However, they are not interpretable, so briefly explore

how to generate these types of feature representations, we take a closer examination on how
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we can leverage these types of features to perform text prediction in Chapter 4.

2.2 FEATURE CONSTRUCTION FOR SOCIAL MEDIA TEXT DATA

We can categorize the feature construction in vocabulary approaches, either manually

curated or data-driven, syntactic/lexical based features, semantic-based features and finally

representation-based features. Since these features are constructed with some purpose in

mind, we also describe the tasks associated with these features, i.e., where the features have

had success and are generally useful. Attention is given to health-related and sentiment

domains, since they are the most relevant to our work, but also because these growing areas

have a large potential for impacting many people’s lives.

2.2.1 Closed-Vocabulary Features

Feature construction and development is typically situated in some prediction context.

That is, features representations are used with some specific intent, for example in topic

categorization, such as identifying tweets related to HIV or other STIs, manual constructed

keywords, or closed vocabularies, can be used as features to improve feature representation,

[73, 74, 75, 76]. The purpose of a closed-vocabulary approach stems from a prior knowledge

or assumption about what may work well for the prediction task. A major line of application

is harnessing social media for health information, due to the wealth of information shared,

such as people seeking medical advice, posting side effects, and sharing health related content

[77]. Seminal work in this domain is in comparing Google Flu trends query data with rates

of influenza [78, 79]. Researchers have replicated this analysis on Twitter using a large

gazetteer of flu related terms and have shown it is possible to use tweets to predict flu

trends [80]. They show that it is possible to monitor influenza activity, to some extent,

in the united states by simply counting frequencies of terms such as ‘flu’ and ‘influenza’.

However, relying solely on the search queries leads to an overestimation of influenza, namely

because there is no distinction between general awareness about the flu and searches for

treatment methods [81, 82]. The estimation error may also be compounded by the fact that

the language in social media tends to be noisy, since there are many misspellings, typos,

ad-hoc abbreviations, and slang language. An active area of research is to normalize the

language in social media in a way that is more traditional, by mapping out-of-vocabulary

non-standard word to an in-vocabulary standard one and preserving the meaning of the

original sentence [83, 84, 85].
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2.2.2 Open-Vocabulary Approaches

Open-vocabulary approaches is a bottom-up approach, where signals derived from words

are associated to outcome variables. Contrary to closed-vocabulary approaches, open-

vocabulary approaches do not limit the analysis to a dictionary of terms instead they let the

data discover what is important. As mentioned in Chapter 1, these include lexical features

such as n-grams at the word and character level. The open-vocabulary approach is more

suitable for tasks which may not necessarily be talk about as openly or frequently as the

flu, such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [86, 87]. The ease-of-use and portability

of these features has made them popular in disciplines such as psychology, social science,

journalism, and computer science [56, 88, 89, 90]. In [91], the authors use linguistic features

such as words and phrases as well as semantic features, i.e., topic features to correlate user’s

Facebook posts with a volunteer collected personality measures. Features such as unigrams,

bigrams, word occurrence counts, and location have been used to categorize anti-vaccine

tweets [92]. An issue with open-vocabulary word count approaches, is that it is impossible

fully capture all words with limited training data. Some tokenization approaches have been

proposed to limit this factor, but as language evolves in social media text, there will always

be new unseen words and concepts[22, 23, 24, 25]. A possible solution for this concept drift is

to concurrently update the model once it becomes out of data [93], however this can become

expensive and time consuming if the models are large.

2.2.3 Representation features

One alternative to open-vocabulary count-based methods is to learn better representa-

tions for the terms, such as new word representations based on the contexts the words are

used in. A more recent line of work is representation learning, where features and feature

representations are automatically learned in an optimization framework. Some examples in-

clude probabilistic latent semantic indexing [16], explicit semantic analysis [94] and latent

Dirichlet allocation [32]. Most notably is word embeddings [95], where word semantics can

be represented in a low dimensional real-valued vector space. Representation learning has

applied beyond word-level embeddings, it is typically used to represent queries in question

answering, documents [96] for classification.
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Figure 2.2: Model-based feature construction under different context of social media text.
The context is color coded in the figure; in purple we have a reference corpus, in cyan we
have user post network, and in red we have meta information of the user and the networks.

2.3 FEATURE CONSTRUCTION BEYOND TEXT DATA

While text could provide a valuable signal for prediction, it is rarely the case where text

occurs alone and independently of any other forms of data. In Figure 2.2, we show the

three themes for our work in this thesis in the model-based feature construction framework.

In the figure, R is a reference corpus, which is used by the model to derive differential

semantic features. The source reliability features use the user network information, such

as commenting patterns to derive fine-grained reliability features. Finally, the multi-view

features use associated information beyond the text data to tackle feature construction issues

such as the text misalignment problem.

In this setting we categorize the approaches into two different approaches. In the first case,

the methods can leverage additional companion text. For example, in this case methods

might take advantage of external resources such as Wikipedia to augment the text data.

This approach would add additional context to the original data since it could ground the

text, also potentially unstructured, onto something that is more structured.

The second case involves using some available meta data, to further improve the type of

text organization and thus feature construction. In social media text is just one facet of the

signals produced by users. For example, in review data, such as Yelp, there is also some
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additional user information such as review history, statistics about the user, restaurant as

well as additional real-world location information.
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CHAPTER 3: DIFFERENTIAL SEMANTIC FEATURE
REPRESENTATION

In this chapter we describe a feature representation set derived from the comparison with

a reference text source. The reference text source may be an external text source, or in-

domain data. We call this differential features, and this type of feature has many different

applications, for example identifying text topics, it is useful to compare with reference corpus

of the same topics. Another example is author attribution, where the goal is to predict the

author from a given some piece of text. Comparing these source text with some reference

text can allow for abstraction of the shared information and thus focus on the distinguishing

aspects of text.

In this chapter we describe differential semantic feature representation and apply it to

humor identification task. In this task the documents have similar topic categories, that is

they all review different aspects about a restaurant. However, by applying the differential

features we can construct new representations based on incongruity, or unexpectedness of the

text, allowing us to model humor. More specifically, we propose a generative language model,

based on the theory of incongruity, to model humorous text, which allows us to leverage

background text sources, such as Wikipedia entry descriptions, and enables construction

of multiple features for identifying humorous reviews. Evaluation of these features using

supervised learning for classifying reviews into humorous and non-humorous reviews shows

that the features constructed based on the proposed generative model are much more effective

than the major features proposed in the existing literature, allowing us to achieve almost 86%

accuracy. These humorous review predictions can also supply good indicators for identifying

helpful reviews.

3.1 DIFFERENTIAL FEATURE REPRESENTATIONS

A differential feature is a feature which capture the differences between a source text

instance and some reference corpus. The work by Massung and Zhai in [97], SyntacticDIFF

can create a text representation based on edit distances, such as insert, delete, and replace.

This representation can then be used to distinguish native speaker and non-native speakers

in text. Their work is an example of differential syntactic feature construction, as the

representation relies solely on the edit distance to transform a source text to a reference

corpus. Early work on summarizing the effects of code modifications has also leveraged

syntactic differential feature construction [98]. In this domain the goal is to leverage previous

version of the code and compare the syntax tree representations with the current version to
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Figure 3.1: Model-based feature construction under reference corpus context of social media
text. Differential features are derived from the comparison from a reference text corpus and
a source text instance and this is represented by the two incoming arrows to the black box
model M since the exact method to do this can vary.

identify and summarize the modification effects.

In contrast of differential syntactic features, differential semantic features are feature which

capture the semantics and explainability of the source text by some reference text. In Figure

3.1, we show an abstract model-based feature construction representation for differential

features in which the model depends on both the source text, but also a reference text

corpus.

The earliest work proposing comparative text mining (CTM) analysis is by Zhai et al.

in [99], which proposes a generative mixture model for both cross-collection and within

collection clustering. The CTM model can discover common themes, as well as collection

specific themes which can distinguish document clusters. However, the themes discovered

are coarse, and also requires document clusters to discover these themes.

In [100], they propose multi-grained topic models to extract local and global topics, the

local topics could be used as ratable aspects such as price, location, and decor for a restaurant

review. [101] goes beyond this to predict the exact rating scores. These models model

different aspects corresponding to the same corpus; however, it is often the case that we can

leverage external or background text.
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3.2 BACKGROUND TEXT FOR HUMOR IDENTIFICATION

An essential component for personal communication is the expression of humor. Although

many people have studied the theory of humor, it remains loosely defined [102], this leads

to difficulties in modelling humor. While the task for identifying humor in text has been

previously studied, most approaches have focused on shorter text such as Twitter data

[103, 104, 105] (see Section 3.6 for a more complete review of related work). In this chapter,

we study the problem of automatically identifying humorous text from a new kind of text

data, i.e., online reviews.

One possible formulation of humor identification in online reviews is to try to answer

the question of “how funny is the review?”. An issue with this formulation is that people’s

judgements are not always calibrated, it can also be the case that a review may have received

more funny votes because it was more popular, or it was more visible.

In this chapter we try to explain what makes a piece of text, in our case online reviews,

humorous. Specifically, we look at the classification problem of distinguishing funny/humor-

ous reviews and non-funny/humorous reviews. The formulation of contrasting analysis may

provide us a better opportunity to understand what makes a review humorous. In order to

quantitatively test whether the review is humorous, we devise a novel approach, using the

theory of incongruity, to model the reviewer’s humorous intent when writing the review. The

theory of incongruity states that we laugh because there is something incongruous [106], in

other words, there is a change from our expectation.

Specifically, we propose a general generative language model to model the generation of

humorous text. The proposed model is a mixture model with multinomial distributions as

component models (i.e., models of topics), similar to Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analy-

sis [16]. However, the main difference is that the component word distributions (i.e., com-

ponent language models) are all assumed to be known in our model, and they are designed

to model the two types of language used in a humorous text, including 1) the general back-

ground model estimated using all the reviews, and 2) the reference language models of all

the topical aspects covered in the review that capture the typical words used when each of

the covered aspects is discussed. Thus, the model only has the parameters indicating the

relative coverage of these component language models. The idea here is to use these param-

eters to assess how well a review can be explained by collectively by the reference language

models corresponding to all the topical aspects covered in the review, which are estimated

using an external text source (e.g., Wikipedia). Thus, incongruity can be measured in two

different ways, first if the text of a review that covers aspects has a relatively high likelihood

of being generated by mixing all these reference language models (instead of being generated
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by the background language model), it would be regarded as lacking incongruity. Whereas,

if the reference language models cannot model the review well (i.e., the background language

model must be used heavily to explain the review text), we could assume there exists in-

congruity since some vocabulary mentioned about an aspect must be inconsistent with the

corresponding reference language model (causing the need to use more of the background

language model). Secondly the usage of reference language models may provide a hint on

what the intent for the review, if a review overly focuses on a single reference (i.e., the refer-

ence language model is heavily used to explain the review), then its highly incongruous. As

opposed to if a review were to focus on the references equally, this means that the reviews

mention references but focus on none of them.

We construct multiple features based on the generative model and evaluate them using

supervised learning for classifying reviews into humorous and non-humorous reviews. Ex-

periment results on a Yelp1 review data set show that the features constructed based on

the proposed generative model are much more effective than the major features proposed in

the existing literature, allowing us to achieve almost 86% accuracy. We also experimented

with using the results of humorous review prediction to further predict helpful reviews, and

the results show that humorous review prediction can supply good indicators for identifying

helpful reviews for consumers.

3.2.1 Graphical Modeling Review

The basis of our model is a graphical model, thus in this section we provide some back-

ground and introduction on probabilistic graphical modeling. A graph is a pair G = (V , E),

where V is the set of vertices, and E is a set of paired vertices, e = (vi, vj), where vi, vj ∈ V
and e is an edge. G is a directed graph, if the edges have an orientation and we say vi is a

parent of vj if there is an edge from with the respective start and end points. One key prop-

erty of Bayesian networks is that the joint distribution of the variables in the graph is given

by the product, over all the nodes in the graph, of a conditional distribution conditioned on

the parents of the nodes [7]. We can write this factorization as follows

P (v) =
∏
vi∈V

P (vi|par(vi)) (3.1)

where par(vi) returns the parents of vi.

In this introduction we use PLSA, a Bayesian network, as a running example as our

1www.yelp.com
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Figure 3.2: The left side represent a document with N words as a graphical model, and in the
right side we represent the same model using plate notation to compress this representation.

proposed model is closely associated to this model. We use the plate notation convention of

representing such a network, that is, instead of drawing a circle for every repeated variable

i.e., word, we use a plate (or rectangle) to group those variables in a subgraph, with the

corresponding number of repetitions inside the plate. In Figure 3.2, we show an equivalent

representation of a document with N words under plate notation. In Figure 3.2 and Figure

3.3, d is a variable representing the document index, and w is a variable for the words in

document d.

We represent PLSA as a plate notation in Figure 3.3, where zw is the words topic drawn

from P (z|d). The shaded nodes indicated the observed variables, and the non-shaded nodes

indicate the latent variables. We call a directed graph with no cycles, a directed acyclic

graph, or DAG, note that graphs in Figure 3.2 and in Figure 3.3 are DAGs. Graphical

models capture the casual process by which observed data is generated [107]. With the

advent of big data, casual discover has been applied in many domains including genomics,

ecology, epidemiology, biology, neuroscience, and social science [108].

As in graphical model representation of Bayesian networks, we can infer the variable’s con-

ditional independence directly from the graphical model through the d-separation property

for directed graphs [107].

One way which we can simplify complex marginal distributions over observed variables is
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Figure 3.3: The plate notation associated with PLSA model, where d represents a document
index, zw corresponds to the topic drawn for word w.

to allow for the inclusion of hidden or latent variables. In doing so we may express these

complex distributions in terms of joint distributions of both observed and latent variables.

From Equation 3.1, we can write the factorization of Figure 3.3 as follows.

P (w, d) = P (d)
N∏
i=1

P (wi|d) (3.2)

PLSA models co-occurrence as a mixture of multinomial distributions, thus we can write

the joint probability as follows,

P (w, d) =
∑
z

P (w, z, d) =
∑
z

P (d)P (z|d)P (w|z). (3.3)

In order to estimate the parameters of the model, the EM algorithm can be used [109].

3.2.2 Referential Humor and Incongruity

In this section we describe some observations in our data that have motivated our approach

to solving the problem. We show that humorous reviews tend to reference aspects which

deviate from what is expected. That is, in funny reviews, the authors tend to use referential

humor, in which specific concepts or entities are referenced to produce comedic effects,

which we call aspects. Here we define referential humor to be a humorous piece of text

which references aspects outside of the typical context, in our case restaurant reviews. For

the rest of the dissertation, we use humorous and funny interchangeably.
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Figure 3.4: A funny review (left), with Kd = 3, aspect topics (right) contain words in their
corresponding language model, probabilities removed for clarity, the colored (bracketed)
word correspond to a different aspect assignment.

Our study uses review data from Yelp. Yelp has become a popular resource for identifying

high quality restaurants. A Yelp user can submit reviews rating the overall experience of

the restaurants. The reviews submitted to Yelp tend to have similar context, they mention

several aspects rating the quality of the restaurant such as food, price, service and so on.

This information is expected from the reviewer in their review; however, it is not always the

case since there is no requirement for writing the review. Yelp users can vote for a review

in several criterion, such as funny, cool, and useful. This gives the users an incentive for not

only creating informative reviews but possibly entertaining reviews.

In Figure 3.4, we show a humorous review, randomly sampled by using our classifier with

a high probability of being funny, where the reviewer asserts that the food has extreme

medicinal properties. The reviewer refers to “Nyquil” a common cold medicine to express

the food’s incredible ability to cure ailments. This appears almost surprising since it would

not normally be mentioned in restaurants reviews. Observing several reviews, we noticed

that the humor in reviews often follows a similar structure. When reading a review about a

restaurant, the reader is expecting to read about things such as the price, taste and quality

of the food. To identify the intended humor, we can use the references the reviewer makes,

e.g., Nyquil, as clues to what she is emphasizing, e.g., the savory soondubu, by making such
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comparisons, e.g., the heavenly taste and amazing price.

... This dish was one to be savored....
no, to be fawned over and then savored.
Using my meticulous chop-stick skills, I
pampered each delicate noodle into my
quivering mouth... which evoked bliss-
ful visions of lazily floating down the
Chao Phraya river... and mind you, I’ve
never even been to Thailand. ...

Figure 3.5: Humorous Review Ex-
cerpt

Yelp users seem to consider funny reviews which tended to deviate from what was expected

into things which would seem out of place. For example, if we look at Figure 3.4, we see

that typically when we read reviews, we wouldn’t expect someone to talk about “Nyquil”.

Similarly looking at another excerpt in Figure 3.5 we notice the reviewer talking about the

“Chao Phraya” river. These two items give us some intuition on why these reviews are

considered funny.

3.3 REFERENCE LANGUAGE MODELS FOR INCONGRUITY FEATURES

Motivated by the observations discussed in the previous section (i.e., reviewers tend to

reference some entities which seem unexpected in the context of the topic of the review),

we propose a generative language model based on the theory of incongruity to model the

generation of potentially humorous reviews. Following previous work on humor, we use the

definition of incongruity in humor as “what people find unexpected” [103], where “unex-

pected” concepts are those concepts which people do not consider to be the norm in some

domain, later we formalize unexpectedness using our model.

We now describe the proposed model in more detail. Suppose we observe the following

references to Kd topical aspects Ad = {r1, r2, ..., rKd
} in a review Rd = [w1, w2, ..., wNd

],

where each ri corresponds to an aspect reference (i.e., NyQuil in our running example), and

wi ∈ V , where V is the vocabulary set. The model generates a word, for some review, at

a time, which talks about a specific aspect or is related to the language used in Yelp more

broadly; we call the latter the background language model. Thus, a word is generated from

a mixture model, and its probability is an interpolation of the background language and the

language of the references as shown in Figure 3.6. Conceivably, the background language

model could be extended to capture many themes or sub-topics related to restaurant reviews.
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Figure 3.6: Generation model for text, where the dth document has Kd aspects in the text
document. The shaded nodes here are the observed data and the light node z are the latent
variables corresponding to aspect assignments.

These aspects provide some context to the underling meaning of a review; the reviewers

use these aspects for creative writing when describing their dining experience. These aspects

allow us to use external information as the context, thus we develop measures for incongruity

addressing the juxtaposition of the aspect’s context and the review. The review construction

process is represented in a generative model, see Figure 3.6, where the shaded nodes represent

our observations, we have observed the words as well as the referenced aspects which the

reviewer has mentioned in their review. The light nodes are the labels for the aspect which

has generated the corresponding word. Since the background language model, denoted by

θB, is review independent, we can simplify the generative model by copying the background

language model for each review, thus we can focus on the parameter estimation for each

review in parallel.

A key component to the success of our features is the mesh of background text from

external sources, or background text sources, and the reviews. In our example, Figure 3.4,

Nyquil is a critical component for understanding the humor. However, it is difficult to

understand some references a reviewer makes without any prior knowledge. To do so, we

incorporate external background knowledge in the form of language models for the referenced

aspect present in the reviews. If the reviewer has made Kd references to different aspects Ad

in review Rd, then for each ri there is a corresponding language model θriw = P (w|θri) over

the vocabulary w ∈ V . For simplicity, we describe the model for each document, and use

the notation θiw and θi for the corresponding language model of ri.
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3.3.1 Incorporating Background Text Sources

As described before, some features we will use to describe incongruity correspond to the

weights of the mixture model used to generate the words in the review, which consider the

language of the references she will make or allude, as shown in Figure 3.6. The probability

that an author will generate a word w, for the dth review given corresponding aspects

Θ = {θB, θ1, ..., θKd}, is

P (w, d,Θ) =

Kd∑
z=0

P (w, z, d,Θ) (3.4)

=

Kd∑
z=0

P (w|z,Θ)P (z|d) (3.5)

= λθBw + (1− λ)

Kd∑
i=1

πiθ
i
w (3.6)

Note Kd indicates the different aspects the reviewer will mention in a review, Rd, hence it

can vary between reviews, and

θBw = P (w|z = 0,Θ). (3.7)

In Equation 3.6, θBw is the probability that the word will appear when writing a review (e.g.

background language model), and θiw can be interpreted as word distributions over aspect i.

Here

λ = P (z = 0|d) (3.8)

is the weight for the background language model and

πi =
P (z = i|d)

1− P (z = 0|d)
(3.9)

denotes the relative weights of the referenced aspect’s language models used in the review.

We denote our parameters for review Rd as

ΛRd
= {π1, ..., πKd

, λ}. (3.10)

Note that the parameter set varies depending on how many references the review makes. We

show the computation graph of a review with three references in Figure 3.7. In this figure
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Figure 3.7: Example of parameters we estimate for a single review with 3 reference and the
background text as a simplified computation graph. The arrows to the estimators indicate
multiplication and the nodes with + indicate summation of all incoming variables.

we assume the corresponding term each language model is associated (the gray nodes) with

is known and fixed. In order to estimate P (w|θi), we first need to find the aspects that the

user is mentioning in their reviews. In general aspects can be defined as any topics explicitly

defined in external background text data; in our experiments we define aspects as Wikipedia

entities. In subsection 3.5.1, we describe one way of obtaining these aspects, but first we

describe the estimation methodology.

3.3.2 Parameter Estimation

To estimate our parameters ΛRd
, we would like to maximize the likelihood of P (Rd), which

is the same as maximizing the log-likelihood of P (Rd). That is

Λ̂ = argmaxΛ logP (Rd|Λ) (3.11)

= argmaxΛ

∑
w∈V

c(w,Rd) log (P (w, d,Θ)) . (3.12)

Here c(w,Rd) represents the number of occurrences of the word w inRd. In order to maximize

the log-likelihood we use the EM algorithm [110], to compute the update rules for the

parameters λ and π1, ...πKd
. For the E-Step, at the n+ 1th iteration we have

P (zw = 0) =
θBwλ

(n)(∑Kd

l=1 θ
l
wπ

(n)
l

)
(1− λ(n)) + θBwλ

(n)
(3.13)

P (zw = j) =
θjwπ

(n)
j∑Kd

l=1 θ
l
wπ

(n)
l

(3.14)
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Where zw is a hidden variable indicating whether we have selected any of the aspect language

models, or the background language model, when generating the word w. The update rules

for the M-Step are as follows:

λ(n) =

∑
w∈V c(w,Rd)P (zw = 0)

n
, (3.15)

π
(n)
j =

∑
w∈V c(w,Rd)P (zw = j)(1− P (zw = 0))∑Kd

l=1

∑
w∈V c(w,Rd)P (zw = l)(1− P (zw = 0))

(3.16)

We ran EM until the parameters converged or a small threshold was reached. Note there

is some similarity to other topic modelling approaches like PLSA [16]. PLSA is a way to

soft cluster the documents into several topics, in doing so a word distribution for each topic

is learned. In our work we assume that the “topics” are fixed, namely they are the aspects

which the reviewer mentions in their review. Note that, we can similarly derive update rules

for a different topic model such as LDA [32], however prior work, [111], shows that LDA

does not show superior performance over PLSA empirically for several tasks.

3.4 FEATURE CONSTRUCTION FOR HUMOR IDENTIFICATION

Since we are interested in studying discriminative features for humorous and non-humorous

reviews, we set up a classification problem to classify a review into either humorous or non-

humorous. In classification problems the data plays a critical role, for our task the labels

are obtained from the funny votes in our Yelp dataset, and we describe how we created

the ground-truth in Section 3.5. Here in this section, we discuss the new features we can

construct based on the proposed language model and estimated parameter values.

3.4.1 Incongruity features

A natural feature in our incongruity model is the estimated background weight, λ, since

it indicates how much emphasis the reviewer puts in their review to describe the referenced

aspects, we denote this feature by A1. Another feature is based on the relative weights

for the referenced aspect’s language models. There tends to be more ‘surprise’ in a review

when the reviewer talks about multiple aspects equally, this is because the more topics the

reviewer writes about the more intricate the review becomes. We use the entropy of the
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weights

H(Rd) = −
Kd∑
i=1

πi log πi (3.17)

as another incongruity score and label this feature as A2.

3.4.2 Unexpectedness features

Humor often relies on introducing concepts which seem out of place to produce a comedic

effect. Thus, we want to measure this divergence from the references and the language

expected in the reviews. Hence a natural measure is the KL-divergence measure the distance

between the background language model and the aspect language models. We use the largest

deviation,

max
i
{DKL(θi||θB)} (3.18)

as feature D2. For this feature we tried different combinations such as a weighted average,

but both features seemed to perform equally so we only describe one of them.

By considering the context of the references in the reviews we can distinguish which

statements should be considered as humorous, thus we also use the relative weight for each

aspect to measure unexpectedness. Formally we have

Uj = πjDKL(θj||θB) (3.19)

lastly we will denote maxi{Ui} these set of features as U2.

3.4.3 Baseline features from previous work

For completeness, we also include a description of all the baseline features used in our

experiments; they represent the state of the art in defining features for this task. These

features described below do not use any external text sources (leveraging external text

sources is a novel aspect of our work), and they are more contextual and syntactical based

features. We describe some of the most promising features, which have previously shown to

be useful in identifying humor in text.

Context features: Due to the popular success of context features by [112] we tried the

following features content related features:
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• C1: the uni-grams in the review.2

• C2: length of the review.

• C3: average word length.

• C4: the ratio of uppercase and lowercase characters to other characters in the review

text.

Alliteration: Inspired by the success that Mihalcea and Strapparava [103] had using the

presence and absence of alliteration in jokes, we developed a similar feature for identifying

funny reviews. We used CMU’s pronunciation dictionary 3 to extract the pronunciation

to identify alliteration chains, and rhyme chains in sentences. A chain is a consecutive

set of words which have similar pronunciation, for example if the words “scenery” and

“greenery” are consecutive they would form a rhyme chain. Similarly, “vini, vidi, visa” also

forms another chain this time an alliteration chain. We used the review’s total number of

alliteration chains and rhyme chains and denote it by E1. Note that there could be different

lengths of chains, we experimented with some variations, but they performed roughly the

same, for simplicity we did not describe them here.

Ambiguity: Ambiguity in word interpretation has also been found to be useful in finding

jokes. The reasoning is that if a word has multiple interpretation it is possible that the

author intended another interpretation of the word instead of the more common one. We

restricted the words in the reviews to only nouns and used Wordnet 4 to extract the synsets

for these words. Then we counted the average number of synsets for each of these words,

finally we took the mean score for all the words in the reviews. We call these features lexical

ambiguity and denote it by E2.

3.5 HUMOR PREDICTION EXPERIMENTS

For our experiments we obtained the reviews from the Yelp Dataset Challenge5, this

dataset contains over 1.6 million reviews from 10 different cities. We also crawled reviews

from Yelp in the Los Angeles area which is not included in the Yelp Dataset Challenge.

This dataset was particularly interesting since the readers can vote whether a review is

2We also considered content-based features derived from PLSA topic weights, however the unigram fea-
tures outperform these features.

3www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
5http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge
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Figure 3.8: (a) Mean average number of reviews for restaurants falling in five different star
rating ranges. (b) Log occurrences of funny votes per review. (c) Mean average voting
judgements for restaurants in different star ratings.

considered cool, funny, and/or helpful. It also allows the flexibility for the reviewers to write

longer pieces of text to express their overall rating of a restaurant.

3.5.1 Identifying Aspects in Reviews

We use recent advancements in Wikification, which aims to connect important entities

and concepts in text to Wikipedia, it is also known as disambiguation to Wikipedia. We

use the work of [113], in order to obtain the Wikipedia pages of the entities in the reviews,

we call these aspects of the review. Using the Wikipedia description of the aspects we can

compute the language models for each aspect. Using mitlm, the MIT language modeling

toolkit by [114], we apply Modified Kneser-Ney smoothing to obtain the language models

from the Wikipedia pages obtained from review’s aspects.

3.5.2 Dataset Preliminaries and Groundtruth Construction

In Figure 3.8 we give an account of data statistics based on a random sample of 500,000

reviews, focusing on the funny voting judgements and the star rating distributions. In Figure

3.8a, we notice that on average the highly rated restaurants tend to have more reviews. Since

users prefer to dine in a restaurant expecting to get a better overall experience, they create a

feedback loop on the reviews for those highly rated restaurants. This “rich-get-richer” effect

has been also been recently observed in other social networks [115] and a more detailed

analysis is out of scope of this dissertation. We observe that most of the reviews receive

a low number of funny votes in Figure 3.8b, with µ = 0.55, where µ is the average funny

rating. Computing the restaurant’s average funny votes, then taking the mean by the star

ratings for each category range, see Figure 3.8c, which seems to be consistently increasing
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across the different star ratings. Note that this also includes the restaurants with zero funny

votes, by excluding these we found that the ratings were more consistently stable on about

2.1 votes. Thus, regardless of restaurant rating, the funny reviews distribution is stable on

average. Considering the prevalence of noise in the voting process, we also analyzed those

reviews with more than one funny vote (µ = 3.90), and with more than two votes (µ = 5.54).

To construct our ground-truth data, we took all the reviews with at least five funny votes,

which indicates the review was collectively funny, and considered those as humorous reviews,

to remove noise we considered all the reviews with zero funny votes as non-humorous reviews.

We obtained 17,769 humorous reviews and 856,202 non-humorous, from which we sampled

12,000 reviews from each category, and another 5,000 reviews was left for a development

dataset, to obtain a corpus with 34,000 reviews total. The reviews on average had about 15

sentences and about 198 words. In total we collected 2,747 Wikipedia pages with an average

of about 247 sentences per page. In our work we focused on identifying distinguishing

features and relative improvement in a balanced dataset and while the true distribution may

be skewed, we leave the unbalance distribution study for future work.

Finally, we use five-fold cross validation to evaluate all the methods. Due to the success of

linear classifiers in text classification tasks we are interested in studying the Perceptron and

Adaboost algorithms, we also use a Naive Bayes classifier which has been shown to perform

relatively well in humor recognition tasks [103]. We use the Learning Based Java (LBJava)

toolkit by [116] for the implementation of all the classifiers and use their recommended

parameter settings. For the Averaged Perceptron implementation, we use a learning rate of

0.05 and thickness of 5. In Adaboost, we choose BinaryMIRA as our weak learner to do

our boosting on. We also consider SparseWinnow and SparseConfidenceWeighted to be our

weak learner as well, but the boosting performance for those two learners is marginal on the

development set.6 All experiments were run on an Intel Core i5-4200U CPU with 1.60GHz

running Ubuntu.

3.5.3 Predicting Funny Reviews

We report the results of the features in Table 3.1. First, we can compare the accuracies

of the individual features. For the content related features, we see that the best feature is

C1, which is consistent to what others have found in humor recognition research [112]. The

other content related features are based on some popular features for detecting useful reviews,

however we notice that in the humor context it is not very effective. The performance of

6Since our main goal is to understand the effectiveness of various features, we did not further tune these
parameters since they are presumably orthogonal to the question we study.
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Features
Classifiers

Naive Bayes Perceptron AdaBoost

Content Related Features

C1 69.92 (0.545) 57.62 (1.084) 69.44 (0.485)
C2 51.33 (1.250) 50.35 (0.763) 50.56 (1.155)
C3 50.86 (0.812) 50.00 (0.012) 50.59 (1.122)
C4 53.85 (0.486) 50.03 (0.172) 51.41 (1.205)

Alliteration E1 50.81 (0.408) 50.11 (0.301) 50.28 (1.195)

Ambiguity E2 51.53 (0.677) 50.39 (0.857) 51.78 (1.533)

Incongruity
A1 81.32 (0.974) 81.32 (0.974) 81.32 (0.974)
A2 83.68 (0.623) 83.68 (0.623) 83.68 (0.623)

Divergence Features D2 84.55 (0.550) 83.68 (0.627) 84.23 (0.561)

Unexpectedness U2 83.68 (0.627) 83.68 (0.627) 83.68 (0.627)

Combination features

A1 + C1 74.24 (0.466) 79.45 (0.682) 80.19 (1.512)
A1 + D2 84.55 (0.549) 83.68 (0.627) 84.35 (0.548)
A2 + C1 73.00 (0.452) 79.45 (0.682) 82.59 (1.162)
A2 + D2 84.55 (0.549) 84.00 (0.579) 84.41 (0.496)
D2 + U2 84.55 (0.549) 84.00 (0.579) 84.40 (0.549)

A1 + D2 + U2 84.55 (0.550) 84.02 (0.574) 84.33 (0.562)
A2 + D2 + U2 84.55 (0.550) 83.89 (0.593) 84.35 (0.590)
D2 + U2 + C1 78.28 (0.545) 79.63 (0.534) 83.18 (1.109)
A1 + D2 + C1 77.87 (0.661) 79.63 (0.534) 82.49 (0.641)
A2 + D2 + C1 78.87 (0.546) 82.68 (0.353) 85.61 (0.900)

A1 + D2+U2+C1 78.62 (0.671) 79.63 (0.528) 85.77 (0.843)
A2 + D2+U2+C1 78.87 (0.546) 81.60 (0.703) 85.60 (0.968)

Table 3.1: Classification accuracies, using 5-fold cross validation, the 95% confidence is given
inside the parenthesis.

the contextual features could indicate that humor is not specific to a particular context and

thus comparing different context between humorous and non-humorous text will not always

work.

For the alliteration and ambiguity features which were reported to be very useful in short

text, such as one-liners and on Twitter, are not as useful in detecting humours reviews. The

reason is clear since when writing a funny review, the reviewer does not worry about the

limitation of text and thus their humor does not rush to a punchline. Instead, the reviewer

can write a longer more creative piece, adhering to less structure. The features based on

incongruity and unexpectedness, do well in distinguishing the funny and non-funny reviews.

For incongruity the best feature is A2, achieving about the same accuracy as unexpectedness

features of about 83% accuracy.
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The best feature was D2 achieving an accuracy of around 84% accuracy. The features

seem to be consistent over all our classifiers. This indicates that incorporating background

text sources to identify humor in reviews is crucial, and our features we can indirectly capture

some common knowledge, e.g., prior knowledge. It provides evidence that humor in online

reviews can be better categorized as referential humor [102] rather than shorter jokes. The

results also suggest that we can use these features to help predict the style of humorous text.

Specifically D2 is better than ambiguity E2 and other features for one-liner jokes, exploring

this would be an interesting venue for future work.

When we combine our features for the classification task and find that the best combination

is the incongruity features with the divergence features. We do not report the results for

features E1, E2 and other context features, C2, C3, C4, since their performance when

combined with other features did not add to the accuracy of the more discriminant feature.

The divergence feature D2 plays a big role in the accuracy performance. This is in line with

our hypothesis that the more uncommon language used the more it is possible to be for a

humorous purpose.

AdaBoost performed the best out of all three classifiers achieving about 86% accuracy,

especially when more features were added, the classifier was able to use this information

for improvement. While Naive Bayes and the Perceptron algorithm did not make such

improvement achieving about 85% accuracy.

3.5.4 Ranking Funny Reviews

From the data we noticed that funny reviews tend to be voted highly useful, we noticed a

correlation coefficient of 0.77. Although it would have been easy to use the useful votes as a

feature to determine whether the review is funny/not funny, these scores are only available

after people have been exposed to these reviews. To test how well the features worked when

identifying helpful reviews, in a more realistic setting, we formulated a retrieval problem.

Given a set of reviews, D = {R1, R2, ..., Rm} and relevant scores based on usefulness, U =

{u1, u2, ..., um}, is it possible to develop a scoring function such that we rank the useful

reviews higher? For this task we used the classification output of Naive Bayes, P (funny|Ri)

where i is the current example under consideration, for our scoring function and trained

with the best performing features in the original dataset. We used a with-held dataset

crawled from restaurants in Yelp in the Los Angeles area containing about 1,360 reviews

with 260 reviews labelled as helpful and the other reviews labelled as not helpful. To obtain

the ground truth we used the useful votes in Yelp similar to how we constructed the funny

labels, using a threshold of 5 votes minimum to be considered helpful. This experiment
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K Precision @ K

1 1.00
10 0.50
25 0.48
50 0.44
100 0.45
200 0.54

Table 3.2: Precision of useful reviews.

reveals two things about our features for detecting humorous reviews. First, we see that

the precision is around 50%, see Table 3.2, this is more than two times better than random

guess which is about 19% and second that our features can be used to filter out some useful

reviews.

3.6 HUMOR RELATED WORK

Although there has been much work in the theory of humor by many linguists, philoso-

phers and mathematicians [117], the definition of humor is still a debated topic of research

[106]. There have been many applications from computational humor research; for instance,

creating embodied agents using humor, such as chat bots, which could allow for more en-

gaging interactions and can impact many domains in education [118]. Existing work on

computational humor research can typically be divided into humor recognition and humor

generation.

In humor generation, some systems have successfully generated jokes and puns by exploit-

ing some lexical structure in the pun/joke [119, 120, 121]. The HAHAcronym project was

able to take user inputs and output humorous acronyms and it achieves comical effects by

exploiting incongruity [122]. Work in automatic generation of humor is limited to some

domains, usually only generating short funny texts.

One of the earliest works on humor recognition in text data is the work of Mihalcea

and Strapparave [103], trying to identify one-liners, I.e., short sentences with a humorous

effect. They frame the problems as a classification problem and develop surface features

(alliteration, antonym, and adult slang) as well as context related features. They ultimately

proposed that additional knowledge such as, irony, ambiguity, incongruity, and common-

sense knowledge among other things would be beneficial in humor recognition, but they

do not further pursue these avenues. Although they can distinguish between humorous and

non-humorous one-liners, in longer texts, such as, reviews it is not so clear that these features
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suffice. More recent research uses deep learning for humor recognition [123]. Instead, we

make use of the creative writing structure of the reviewers by leveraging the referenced

entities in their reviews

Although verbal irony can be humorous, and an active topic of research [124], it is often

defined as the “opposite to what the speaker means” and combining features for identifying

both humor and irony has been studied (see, e.g., [104]). In the work by [104], the

authors defined the unexpectedness feature as semantic relatedness of concepts in Wordnet

and the assumption was that the less the semantic relatedness of concepts the funnier the

text. In our work we use a similar definition but applying it to the “topical” relatedness

of the referenced aspects and the background language model. The authors demonstrate

that irony and humor share some similar characteristics and thus we can potentially use

similar features to discriminate them. There has been some early work on identifying humor

features in web comments [105], in these comments the users can create humor through

dialogue thus making the problem more complex. More recently there was a workshop in

SemEval-2017 7, which focus is on identifying humorous tweets which are related, typically

as a punchline, to a particular hashtag. SemEval-2020 8, assess the funniness of edited news

headlines, and they propose a more fine-grained scale of humor that includes “Not Funny”,

“Slightly Funny”, “Moderately Funny” and “Funny” [125].

[126] aimed to understand “That’s what she said” (TWSS) jokes, which they classify as

double entendres. They frame the problem as metaphor identification and notice that the

source nouns are euphemisms for sexually explicit nouns. They also make use of the common

structure of the TWSS jokes to the erotic domains to improve 12% in precision over word-

based features. In our work we try to explicitly model the incongruity of the reviewer, by

doing so we are able to distinguish the separate language used by the user when introducing

humorous concepts. Recently there has been work in consumer research, to identify the

prevalence of humor in social media [127]. The focus was to examine the benign violation

theory, which “suggest that things are humorous when people perceive something as wrong

yet okay”. One of their finding suggests that humor is more prevalent in complaints than in

praise, thus motivating the usage of automatic humor identification methods for restaurants

regardless of its popularity.

As described above, much research has focused on humor for short text and thus, there has

also been a need for constructing larger datasets for humor [128]. In our work we construct

a novel humor dataset which is comprised of longer pieces of texts that allows for creative

writing in humor. While there is a breadth of work in identifying helpful reviews and opinion

7http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task6/
8https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20970
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spam in reviews [129] as well as deceptive opinion spam [57], and synthetic opinion spam

[130]; we show that humor can also be used to identify helpful reviews.

3.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter we have introduced differential semantic features in the context of hu-

morous text identification. We introduced a probabilistic generative model, which compares

source text with background text. Our model introduces a novel and way to incorporate

external text sources for humor identification task, and which can be applied to any natural

language provided there is a reference database, i.e., news articles or Wikipedia pages, in

that language. This model is then used to develop features which differentiate the source

context, i.e., restaurant entities and referenced aspects.

In using a reference corpus, we can leverage sources beyond the domain text, i.e., D is

different than our domain text E. Though this is applied in a social media setting, this only

limited to sources which we can map to a reference corpus. As we will delve more in the

next chapter, social media data is rich in its interconnections, that is text rarely occurs in

isolation.
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CHAPTER 4: SOURCE RELIABILITY FEATURE REPRESENTATION

A theme of this dissertation is representing text along with its context, in the previous

chapter we showed that using text and background text sources can incorporate some com-

mon background knowledge to develop differential semantic feature representations. In this

chapter we show that we can use text to mine latent aspects of sources. We develop a model

for the problem of comment trustworthy identification which can also be used to develop

source reliability feature representations.

4.1 SOURCE FEATURE REPRESENTATION

The source of text typically corresponds to an author. In social media, there are many

reasons to construct source feature representations, for example in the case of recommender

systems, leveraging the text which an author has written gives us clues about the things

they are interested. In personalized recommendation systems, it is content-based models

model the latent aspect about the user and products jointly. In [131], the authors develop

a model which captures hidden factors and hidden topics for latent rating dimensions. The

limitation for these methods is that they rely on the explicit rating, which may not necessarily

be available to represent sources. One setting which is useful for source representation is in

discussion forums, where we only observe the source posting patterns. The authors in [132],

overcome this sparsity limitation on the common items reviews by users, and propose a user-

preference-based collaborative filtering approach for personalized recommendation. They

model both the aspect importance and aspect need for each user to measure the similarities

and differences among the users. In the medical domain, researchers have applied a similar

approach to recommend health services to users that take topical preferences as well as

emotional offsets of users [133]. Modeling the user’s preferences or expertise is useful for

recommender systems, however it makes an important assumption that the reviews or text

is reliable and equally credible which is not necessarily true.

4.1.1 Source Reliability Feature Representation

A special case of source feature representations is, source reliability feature representations,

which can capture the reliability representations of each source. This is used in truth-

discovery analysis, where the task is to identify truthful claims and reliable sources [134],

or reliable users in community questioning answering forums [135, 136]. The notion of
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Figure 4.1: The source context modeling in model-based feature construction represented
by a cloud.

reliability extends to misinformation detection where the goal is to identify truthful vs fake

news, both in news articles and social media posts [137, 138]. Reliability can be viewed from

a model-based feature construction method taking the context of sources. In Figure 4.1, we

show the source context as a user-network cloud, in order to emphasize the social network

aspect of this context. The source context modeling can also include reference text corpus in

the model via background estimation, such as priors associated to the users from other text

sources. Note that the user-network can be either explicit or implicitly derived from social

media. For example, an explicit network may be a friend-network [139] or follow-networks

[140]. In contrast, an implicitly derived network, could be derived from retweets on twitter

[141, 142, 143, 144], by sharing content in social media [145], Question-Answering networks

[146] and from comment-post patterns on discussion forums [54].

4.2 SOURCE RELIABILITY FEATURE REPRESENTATION FOR IDENTIFYING
TRUSTWORTHY COMMENTS FROM COMMUNITY DISCUSSION FORUMS

As more and more people turn to online discussion forums to seek useful advice, the

need for assessing the trustworthiness of user-generated responses has become imperative.

Truth discovery methods estimate user reliability and infer information trustworthiness si-
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multaneously, and thus can be used to identify trustworthy comment in an unsupervised

manner. However, discussion forums typically encompass various topics and exhibit the di-

versity of expression in the users’ comments, which the existing truth discovery methods do

not capture. We thus propose our CrowdQM model that simultaneously estimates aspect-

based reliabilities of users and semantic representations of words to learn embedding of the

most trustworthy comment for each question. We verified our model to identify trustworthy

comments for three diverse communities in Reddit. We show qualitative results on learned

reliability scores and word embeddings of our model.

Users are increasingly turning to community discussion forums to solicit domain expertise,

such as requesting for help about inscrutable political events on history forums or posting

a health-related issue to seek medical suggestions or diagnosis. These forums provide users

prompt feedback, instead of the possibly laborious and expensive alternatives such as re-

searching a particular event or consulting a medical professional. Social media networks

and online discussion forums have been shown to provide valuable insights; some examples

include discovering opposing discussion opinions [45], user metrics, and community question

answering [147].

More often than not, they contain subjective replies as well as personal or anecdotal expe-

riences. While these forums may be useful, due to almost no regulations on post requirements

or user background, most responses contain conflicting and unreliable information [53]. This

misinformation could lead to severe consequences, especially in health-related forums, that

outweighs the positive benefits of these communities. To address this challenge, some forums

employ moderators to curate appropriate responses; however, it is not only expensive to cu-

rate each reply manually, but also unsustainable. Most of these discussion forums employ

voting mechanisms to help users to infer the trustworthiness of the responses. However,

there is widespread under-provision of votes, and thus, it is possible to miss high-quality

content that is not highly voted [148]. In this chapter, we address this challenge by ex-

ploiting the truth discovery principle to simultaneously identify trustworthy comments and

user reliability in an unsupervised manner while incorporating semantic similarity between

comments.

Broadly, the general truth discovery principle is as follows: the more trustworthy informa-

tion the user provides, the higher the reliability; more reliable users provide the same claim,

more trustworthy is the information [149, 150, 151, 152, 153]. This principle underlines the

importance to estimate trustworthy information and source reliability concurrently in unsu-

pervised settings. However, these methods typically represent user reliability as a single real

value, not considering the context/topic of the post [154]. While a single source-reliability

score can distinguish users broadly, it may not be suited for forums which encompass diverse
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m: Feeling bad all day, I think I have 
the following symptoms: headache, 
chills, fever, cough what could cause 
this? 

am,1 : It’s probably 
the common 
cold or some 
allergy.   

am,2 : It sounds 
like a viral 
infection or the 
flu.   

am,3 : Could be a 
broken bone, or 
bone 
weakness. 

Figure 4.2: A toy example of a submission post and three comments for that post.

topics. This heterogeneity is especially true for discussion forums, like Reddit, which have

communities catering to broad themes, where questions span a diverse range of sub-topics.

For instance, in a science forum, a biologist could be highly knowledgeable, and in turn

reliable, when she answers biology-related questions but may not be competent enough for

linguistic queries. Motivated by this observation, we propose aspect-based user reliability

model that allows us to learn reliability over fine-grained topics effectively.

Another challenge is the diversity of word expressions in the responses. Truth discovery-

based approaches treat each response as categorical data. However, in discussion forums,

users’ text responses can include contextually correlated comments [155]. For instance, in

the context of a post describing symptoms like “headache” and “fever”, either of the related

responses of a viral fever or an allergic reaction can be a correct diagnosis, see Figure 4.2.

However, unrelated comments in the post should be unreliable; for instance, a comment

giving a diagnosis of “bone fracture” for the above symptoms.

In discussion forums, users’ text responses can include semantically correlated comments [155].

To account for this diversity of word expression, we capture semantic meaning of comments

and post through word embeddings in our model. We then learn trustworthy comment em-

beddings such that it is similar to comment embeddings of reliable users and also to the

post’s context. Moreover, we update these word embeddings in a trust aware manner such

that terms used by reliable users are closer in the embedding space.

In this work, we propose CrowdQM model that uses user aspect-based reliability and

context similarity to identify most reliable responses for community discussion forums.
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CrowdQM addresses both limitations by jointly modeling the aspect-level user reliability

and latent trustworthy comment in an optimization framework while incorporating semantic

similarity between words. By leveraging the mutual reinforcement heuristic discussed earlier,

the framework can estimate aspect-level reliability scores for all users and produce embedding

representation of the estimated trustworthy content simultaneously in an unsupervised way.

Our model builds upon the truth discovery principle widely used to estimate information

reliability in the presence of noisy information sources (users in our case). Compared with

previous work, our framework has two novel features, both beneficial for many applications:

In particular,

• CrowdQM learns user reliability over fine-grained topics discussed in the forum. This

improved model of reliability can be further used to improve other user related tasks

like expert finding which depend on the similarity with respect to the trustworthy

comments and the context similarity of the answers, weighted by the appropriateness

of the response, leading to a more detailed model of user expertise, which not only

provides a more accurate model of user reliability and comment trustworthiness, but

also enables many interesting ways to analyze user reliability.

• Our model captures the semantic meaning of comments and posts through word em-

beddings. We update these word embeddings in a trust aware manner, such that,

terms used by only reliable users in similar post’s context are closer in the embedding

space.

We learn a trustworthy comment embedding for each post, such that it is semantically

similar to comments of reliable users on the post and similar to the post’s context. Contrary

to the earlier approaches [156, 157, 158], we propose an unsupervised model for comment

trustworthiness that does not need labeled training data.

We verified our proposed model on the trustworthy comment ranking task for three Ask*

subreddit communities. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in identifying the

most trustworthy responses, deemed by community experts and community consensus. We

also show the effectiveness of our aspect-based user reliability estimation and word embed-

dings qualitatively. Furthermore, our improved model of reliability enables us to identify

reliable users per topic discussed in the community.

4.3 CROWDQM

A challenge in applying truth discovery to discussion forums is capturing the variation in

user’s reliability and the diversity of word usage in the answers. To address it, we model
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aspect level user reliability and use semantic representations for the comments.

4.3.1 Trustworthiness Comment Identification Problem Formulation

Each submission is a post, i.e., question, which starts a discussion thread while a comment

is a response to a submission post. Formally, each submission post, m, is associated with

a set of terms, cm. A user, n, may reply with a comment on submission m, with a set

of terms wm,n. V is the vocabulary set comprising of all terms present in our dataset,

i.e., all submissions and comments. Each term, ω ∈ V has a corresponding word-vector

representation, or word embedding, vω ∈ RD. Thus, we can represent a post in terms of

its constituent terms, {vc},∀c ∈ cm. To capture the semantic meaning, we represent each

comment as the mean word-vector representation of their constituent terms1. Formally, we

represent the comment given on the post m by user n as the comment embeddings,

am,n = |wm,n|−1
∑

ω∈wm,n

vω. (4.1)

Our model treats the post word embeddings as static and learns the comment word embed-

dings. The set of posts user n has commented on is denoted by Mn and the set of users

who have posted on submission m is denoted as Nm.

There are total K aspects or topics discussed in the forum and each post and comment

can be composed of multiple aspects. We denote submission m’s distribution over these

aspects as the post-aspect distribution, pm ∈ RK . Similarly, we also compute, user-aspect

distribution, un ∈ RK , learned over all comments of the user n in the forum. This distribution

captures familiarity (or frequency) of user n with each aspect based on their activity in the

forum. Each user n also has an user reliability vector defined over K aspects, rn ∈ RK .

The reliability captures the likelihood of the user providing a trustworthy comment about a

certain aspect. Note high familiarity in an aspect does not always imply high reliability in

the same aspect.

For each submission post m associated with a set of responses {am,n}, our goal is to

estimate the real-valued vector representations, or latent trustworthy comment embeddings,

a∗m ∈ RD. We also simultaneously infer the user reliability vector {rn} and update the word

embeddings {vω}. The learned trustworthy comment embeddings, a∗m, can then be used to

rank current comments on the post. We summarize the symbols used in Table 4.1.

In Figure 4.3, we show the post-aspect distribution as a histogram plot, similarly we show

1Sentence, and furthermore document representation is a complex problem. In our work, we explore a
simple aggregation method for comment semantic composition [159].
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Notation Definition

m index for a submission post/question
n index for a user/commenter

wm,n text comment from user n on submission m
am,n embedding of comment from user n to post m
D word vectors the embedding dimension
M total number of posts
N total number of users
K total number of aspects
V vocabulary associated with submission/comments
Mn submissions where user n has commented
Nm users who have commented on submission m
Dω comment-submission pairs where ω term appears
pm post-aspect distribution of submission m
un user-aspect distribution of user n
rn user reliability vector for user n
a∗m latent trustworthy comment embedding for post m
vω word embedding for term ω
a−ωm,n embedding of comment from user n on post m, excluding term ω

< m, n > comment-post pair

r
(k)
n learned user-aspect reliability for user n for aspect k

u
(k)
n kth user-aspect weight for user n

p
(k)
m kth post-aspect weight for submission post m
β question context weight parameter

Rm,n the user-post reliability for the nth user and the mth post
Em,n the embedding error of the nth user’s comment on the mth trustworthy com-

ment representation
Qm,n the context error the nth user’s comment and the mth post context

Table 4.1: Symbols used and their meaning.
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m: headache, chills, fever

am,1 : common cold, allergy   am,2 : viral infection, flu   am,3 : broken bone, bone weakness

pm

r1 u1 r2 u2 r3 u3

Figure 4.3: An extension of Figure 4.2 with the aspect distributions and user-aspect relia-
bility distributions. The colors represent the same aspect across the submission post and
comments, as well as the user reliabilities.

the user-aspect distributions and the corresponding user-aspect reliabilities. In this example

the response am,1 is deemed both more similar to the post in terms of the aspect distributions,

while the response am,3 is the least similar since it is about broken bones rather than flu-like

diagnosis. The distinction between the first and second users is the user reliability associated

to the first aspect, i.e., r
(1)
1 > r

(1)
2 , we next describe how we take this into account when

finding the trustworthy comments.

4.3.2 Proposed Method

Our model is based on the following principles, the trustworthy comment should be se-

mantically similar to the comments given for the post. To capture this, we need to minimize

the embedding error,

Em,n = ||a∗m − am,n||2, (4.2)

i.e., mean squared error between learned trustworthy comment embeddings, a∗m and comment

embeddings, am,n, on the post m. This error ensures that the trustworthy comment is

estimated from all diverse comments presented for post m.

Next, the comments, in turn, should be relevant to the context of the post. This is
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computed by the context error,

Qm,n = |cm|−1
∑
c∈cm

||am,n − vc||2, (4.3)

reducing the difference between the comment embeddings and post embeddings. The key

idea is similar to that of the distributional hypothesis that if two comments co-occur a lot

in similar posts, they should be closer in the embedding space.

Furthermore, these errors should depend on the reliability of the user providing the com-

ment. We estimate the reliability of user n for the specific post m through the user-post

reliability score,

Rm,n = rn � s(un, pm) =
∑
k

r(k)
n · (u(k)

n · p(k)
m ). (4.4)

The � symbol represents the Hadamard product. This score computes the magnitude of

user reliability vector, rn, weighted by the similarity function s(.). The similarity function

s(un, pm) captures user familiarity with post’s context by computing the similarity between

the aspect distribution of the user n and the post m. We use the product operator as s(.)

in our experiments.2 Thus, to get a high user-post reliability score, the user should both be

reliable and familiar to the aspects discussed in the post.

Finally, these errors should be aggregated over all user’s comments. Motivated by the

above principles, we minimize the following objective function,

min
{a∗m},{vω},{rn}

N∑
n=1

∑
m∈Mn

Rm,n︸︷︷︸
user-post reliability

 Em,n︸︷︷︸
embedding error

+β � Qm,n︸ ︷︷ ︸
context error


s.t.

N∑
n=1

e−r
(k)
n = 1;∀k

(4.5)

where N is the number of users. Thus, Rm,n · Em,n ensures that the learned trustworthy

comment embeddings are most similar to comment embeddings of reliable users for post m.

While Rm,n ·Qm,n ensures trust aware learning of contextualized comment embeddings. The

hyperparameter β controls the importance of context error in our method. The exponential

regularization constraint,
∑N

n=1 e
−r(k)n = 1 for each k, ensures that the reliability across users

are nonzero. Figure 4.4 shows the overview of our model using a toy example of a post in a

medical forum with flu-like symptoms. The commenters describing flu-related diagnosis are

2Other metrics like cosine and product complement performed slightly worse.
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a⇤
m

Context error

Embeddings error

Similarity in Embedding Space

am,3 : bone fracture, weakness

m : headache, chills, fever

Example post

am,1 : common cold, allergy

am,2 : flu, viral

am,2

am,3am,1

am,1

am,2

am,3

r1

s(pm, u1)

s(pm, u3)
r3

s(pm, u2)

r2

User-Post Reliability Score Estimation

vc

Figure 4.4: An illustrative toy example detailing our model components. The left-hand side
details the user-post reliability estimation, Rm,n, that is a function of similarity function
s(.) between the user and post aspect distributions and user aspect reliabilities rn. In the
right-hand, we learn trustworthy comment embedding a∗m such that they are similar to user
comments, am,n which are in turn similar to the post context vc. Representative words are
shown for question and answer for illustrative purposes. The most trustworthy comment
representation is given by a1

m, the aspect distribution of post, qm, and comment, p1 are alike;
also, user-aspect reliability r1 is high for those aspects.

deemed more reliable for this post.

4.3.3 Solving the Optimization Problem

We use coordinate descent [160] to solve our optimization problem. In particular, we solve

the equation for each variable while keeping the rest fixed.

Case 4.1. Fixing {rn} and {vω} , we have the following update equation for {a∗m}:

a∗m =

∑
n∈Nm

Rm,nam,n∑
n∈Nm

Rm,n

(4.6)

Thus, the learned trustworthy comment is a weighted combination of comments where

weights are provided by the user-post reliability score Rm,n. Alternatively, it can also be

interpreted as a reliable summarization of all the comments.

Case 4.2. Fixing {a∗m}, {vω} , we have the following update equation for {r(k)
n }:

r(k)
n ∝ − ln

∑
m∈Mn

s(u(k)
n , p(k)

m ) (Em,n + βQm,n) (4.7)

Reliability of a user in aspect k is inversely proportional to the errors with respect to

the learned trustworthy comment a∗m (Em,n) and submission’s context vc (Qm,n) over all her

posted comments (Mn). The embedding error ensures that if there is a large difference
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between the user’s comment and the trustworthy comment, her reliability becomes lower.

The context error ensures that non-relevant comments to the post’s context are penalized

heavily. In other words, a reliable user should give trustworthy and contextualized responses

to posts.

This error is further weighed by the similarity score, s(.), capturing familiarity of user with

the post’s context. Thus, familiar users are penalized higher for their mistakes as compared

to the unfamiliar users.

Case 4.3. Fixing {a∗m}, {r
(k)
n }, we have the following update equation for {vω}:

vω =

∑
<m,n>∈Dω

Rm,n

(
a∗m + β|cm|−1

∑
c∈cm vc

)
−Rm,n(β + 1)|cm|−1a−ωm,n∑

<m,n>∈Dω
Rm,n(β + 1)

(4.8)

where,

< m,n >∈ Dω = {(m,n)|ω ∈ wm,n} (4.9)

and

a−ωm,n = |wm,n|−1
∑

ω′∈wm,n\{ω}

vω′ . (4.10)

To update vω, we only consider those comment and submission pairs, Dω, in which the

particular word appears. The update of the embeddings depends on the submission context

vc, learned trustworthy comment embedding, a∗m as well as user-post reliability score, Rm,n.

Thus, word embeddings are updated in a trust-aware manner such that reliable user’s com-

ments weigh more than those of unreliable user as they can contain noisy text. Note that

there is also some negative dependency on the contribution of other terms in the comments.

The full derivation of the updates can be found in Appendix A.1.

4.3.4 Implementation Details:

We used popular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [32] to estimate aspects of the posts

in our dataset3. Specifically, we combined title and body to represent each post. We applied

topic model inference to all comments of user n to compute its combined aspect distribution,

un. To compute the aspect distribution for each post, we treated its title and body as a single

document and learned a topic model for these posts. We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation

3We ran LDA with 50 topics for all experiments and examined its sensitivity in Section 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.5: Snapshot of the AskDocs subreddit submission post threads as of November
2020.

(LDA) [32] to derive these topical distributions. To generate the user-aspect distribution we

applied topic model inference to user n’s comments. We combined all the comments (over

all the posts) made by user n into a single document and initialized the user weights, rn by

sampling from a random uniform distribution. We randomly initialized the user reliability,

rn. We initialized the word embeddings, vω, via word2vec [161] trained on our dataset.

We used both unigrams and bigrams in our model. We fixed β to 0.15 we did not find

significant change in results for different values of β The model converges after only about

six iterations indicating quick approximation. In general, the computational complexity is

O(|V|NM); however, we leveraged the data sparsity in the comment-word usage and user-

posts for efficient implementation.

4.4 THE CROWDQM ASKREDDIT DATASET

We evaluate our model on widely popular discussion forum Reddit. Reddit has grown to

be one of the most visited online social discussion site on the internet 4, with more than

330 million active users and more than half a million communities called subreddits. Reddit

covers diverse topics of discussion and is challenging due to the prevalence of noisy responses.

4https://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/US
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We specifically tested on Ask* subreddits as they are primarily used to seek answers to a

variety of topics from mundane issues to serious medical concerns.5 In Figure 4.5 we show a

snapshot of the AskDocs subreddit submission post threads 6 and on the left-side of the figure

we have terms of items we use in our model and an arrow to associate the respective item.

A Reddit user can submit a submission post that includes a title and some description (if

any) of their question. Once the questions have been approved by the subreddit moderators,

anyone can view, upvote, and reply with a comment to the submission post threads. Each

submission post thread has an associated upvote score that represents the popularity of

the post, as these upvotes are given by the users. These threads link to specific comments

answering the submission post. In Figure 4.6 we some sample comments of an example

submission post thread from Figure 4.5. This particular submission post thread has a not

save for work (NSFW) tag as it depicts some explicit subjects. There are multiple ways a

user can view the comments, the top upvoted comments are ranked highest as a default.

In this particular example we show two different users “Robotheadbumps” and “CloudSill”,

both have “Physician” as an author flair, as this gives the reader more detail about the

credibility of their answers.

We crawled data from three subreddits, /r/askscience, /r/AskHistorians, and /r/AskDocs

from their inception until October 2017 7. While these subreddits share the same platform,

the communities differ vastly, see Table 4.2. We preprocessed the data by removing uninfor-

mative comments and posts with either less than ten characters or containing only URLs or

with missing title or author information. We removed users who have posted less than two

comments and submissions with three or fewer comments. To handle sparsity, we treated

all users with a single comment as “UNK”.

Dataset Created N Ne M |am,e| |wm,n|

*Docs 07/13 3,334 286 17,342 10,389 53.5
*Science 04/10 73,463 2,195 100,237 70,108 74.0
*Historians 08/11 27,264 296 45,650 30,268 103.4

Table 4.2: Dataset statistics for the subreddit communities. The symbol meaning are as
follows: N and M denotes total users and posts respectively; Ne: number of experts; |am,e|:
number of posts with at least one expert comment; |wm,n|: average comment word length.

In the askscience subreddit, for each submission post, there is an associated flair text

denoting the category of the post, referred as the submission flair that is either Modera-

5The dataset can be found at https://amorale4.github.io/research/.
6As of November 2020.
7praw.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Figure 4.6: Sample replies to the AskDocs submission post thread titled “Thick liquid oozing
after pee sessions, signs of prostate leak?”. The submission post description is omitted for
brevity.

tor added or self-annotated, e.g., Physics, Chemistry, Biology. Similarly, users have author

flairs attributed next to their username describing their educational background, e.g., As-

trophysicist, Bioengineering. Only users verified by the moderator have author flairs, and

we denote them as experts in the rest of the chapter. AskDocs does not have submission

flairs as it is a smaller community. For both subreddits, we observed that around 80% of

the users comment on posts from more than two categories. Experts are highly active in the

community answering around 60-70% of the posts (Table 4.2). askscience and AskHistorians

have significantly higher (Figure 4.8) and more detailed comments (|wm,n| in Table 4.2) per

post than AskDocs. Due to the prevalence of a large number of comments, manual cura-

tion is very expensive, thus necessitating the need for an automatic tool to infer comments

trustworthiness.

4.4.1 Expert Label Collection

To collect the expert labels for the /r/askscience subreddit, we crawled the twenty-six

submission post where the community members applied for user flair. In their application

they categorized their expertise in one twelve general fields, shown in Table 4.3. As it is

possible for users to delete their comment posts, we then matched the users which commented
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Figure 4.7: Frequency plot of % of authors commenting on the post with unique submission
flairs.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency plot (log scale) of number of comments per post for three subreddits.
A post on AskDocs tend to have fewer comments than the other two communities.

with their corresponding general flair. While it is possible for users to be assigned multiple

specific fields, they can only select one general field. In total we identified 2027 users spanning

these twelve general fields. The link to the CrowdQM Reddit dataset can be found here

https://amorale4.github.io/research/.

4.5 PREDICTING TRUSTWORTHY COMMENTS

In this section, we first discuss our novel dataset, followed by experiments on the learned

outputs of our model. In particular, we evaluate the trustworthy comment embeddings on

the comment ranking task. While we qualitatively evaluate user reliabilities and word em-

beddings. For brevity, we focus the qualitative analysis on our largest subreddit, askscience.
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General Field Related/Specific Fields Number of Experts

Astronomy Astronomy, Astrophysics, Cosmology, Plan-
etary Formation

145

Biology Biology, Evolution, Morphology, Ecology,
Synthetic Biology, Microbiology, Cellular Bi-
ology, Molecular Biology, Paleontology

489

Chemistry Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Polymers,
Biochemistry

366

Computing Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, Computability

99

Engineering Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineer-
ing, Structural Engineering, Computer Engi-
neering, Aerospace Engineering

121

Mathematics Mathematics, Statistics, Number Theory,
Calculus, Algebra

165

Medicine Medicine, Oncology, Dentistry, Physiology,
Epidemiology, Infectious Disease, Pharmacy,
Human Body

171

Neuroscience Neuroscience, Neurology, Neurochemistry,
Cognitive Neuroscience

40

Physics Theoretical Physics, Experimental Physics,
High-energy Physics, Solid-State Physics,
Fluid Dynamics, Relativity, Quantum
Physics, Plasma Physics

124

Planetary Sciences Earth Science, Atmospheric Science,
Oceanography, Geology

108

Psychology Psychology, Cognitive Psychology, Develop-
mental Psychology, Abnormal, Social Psy-
chology

95

Social Sciences Social Science, Political Science, Economics,
Archaeology, Anthropology, Linguistics

104

Table 4.3: Distribution of flairs and related/sub-fields for the expertise found on the
askscience sub-reddit.
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4.5.1 Trustworthy Comment Embedding Analysis

We evaluate latent trustworthy comment learned by our model on a trustworthy comment

ranking task. That is, given a submission post, our goal is to rank the posted comment based

on their trustworthiness. For this experiment, we treat expert users’ comment as the most

trustworthy comment of the post. While human judgment would be the most precise; it is

also the most challenging to collect. For instance, in askscience we would need experts in over

35 science fields, reading up to 250 comments for a single post. This does not mean that all

non-experts give wrong responses, notwithstanding, there could also be unverified users who

give high-quality responses in the dataset. Besides, we also report results using the highest

upvoted comment as the gold standard. Highest upvoted comments represent community

consensus on the most trustworthy response for the post [162]. We rank comments for each

post m, in the order of descending cosine similarity between their embedding, am,n, and the

learned trustworthy comment embeddings, a∗m. We then report average Precison@k values

over all the posts, where k denotes the position in the output ranked list of comments.

Baselines: We compare our model with state-of-the-art truth discovery methods proposed

for continuous and text data and non-aspect version of our model. Note that there is no label

information used, so we cannot compare to other supervised CQA models [147, 156, 163]

which need this supervision. Our unsupervised model is complementary to these approaches,

and thus, a rigorous comparison is impossible. Unless stated otherwise, we used the authors’

implementation of their model.

Mean Bag of Answers (MBoA) : In this baseline, we represent the trustworthy com-

ment for a post as the mean comment embedding and thus assume uniform user reliability.

CRH : This model is a popular truth discovery-based model for numerical data [134].

CRH minimizes the weighted deviation of the trustworthy comment embedding from the

individual comment embeddings with user reliabilities providing the weights. The goal of

the optimization problem is to minimize the weighted loss of the aggregation results. For

this experiment, we use the average word embeddings of comments as input to the model.

CATD : This model is an extension of CRH that learns a confidence interval over user

reliabilities to handle data skewness [164]. For both the above models, we represent each

comment as the average word embeddings of its constituent terms.
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TrustAnswer 8: Li et al. [136] modeled semantic similarity between comments by rep-

resenting each comment with embeddings of its key phrase. Although, they do not model

aspect-level user reliability, this model is a special case of our proposed model where we

only consider a single topic and assume each user (post) are weighted equally, however they

estimate user reliability on the current post and not on user’s comments on other posts.

CrowdQM-no-aspect: In this baseline, we condense the user’s aspect reliabilities to a

single rn. Similar to our proposed model, however the major difference is each commenter’s

aspect reliabilities is condensed to a single rn. This model acts as a control to gauge the

performance of our proposed model. We do not compare with other truth discovery methods

[149, 150, 151, 152, 153] as CRH and CATD are already shown to outperform them.

Results: Table 4.4a reports the Precision@1 results using expert’s comments as the gold

standard. MBoA, with uniform source reliability, outperforms the CRH method that es-

timates reliability for each user separately. Thus, mean embeddings provide a robust rep-

resentation. We also observe that CrowdQM-no-aspect performs consistently better than

TrustAnswer. Note that both approaches do not model aspect level user reliability but use

semantic representations of comments. However, while TrustAnswer assigns a single reliabil-

ity score for each comment, CrowdQM-no-aspect additionally considers the user’s familiarity

with the post’s context (similarity function, s(.)) to compute her reliability for the post. Fi-

nally, CrowdQM consistently outperforms both the models, indicating that aspect modeling

is beneficial.

CATD uses a confidence-aware approach to handle data skewness and performs the best

among the baselines. This skewness is especially helpful in Reddit as experts are the most

active users (Table 4.2); thus, CATD likely assigns them high reliability. Our model achieves

competitive precision as CATD for AskDocs. One reason why the model might not work as

well as askscience and AskHistorians, is the sparsity in the responses, as there are not many

posts which many users jointly comment on, see Section 4.4 and Figure 4.8.

Table 4.4b reports Precision@1 results using community upvoted comments as the gold

standard while Figure 4.9a plots the precision values against the size of the output ranked

comment list. In general, there is a drop in performance for all models on this metric because

it is harder to predict upvotes as they are inherently noisy [148].

TrustAnswer and CrowdQM-no-aspect perform best among the baselines indicating that

modeling semantic representation is essential for forums. CrowdQM again consistently out-

performs the non-aspect-based models verifying that aspect modeling is needed to identify

8We used our own implementation, as there is no code and since this is a special case of CrowdQM.
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Model *Docs *Science *Historians

MBoA 0.592 0.633 0.602
CRH [134] 0.585 0.597 0.556
CATD [164] 0.635 0.700 0.669
TrustAnswer [136] 0.501 0.657 0.637
CrowdQM-no-aspect 0.509 0.666 0.640
CrowdQM 0.617 0.734 0.753

(a)

Model *Docs *Science *Historians

MBoA 0.434 0.302 0.257
CRH [134] 0.386 0.234 0.183
CATD [164] 0.405 0.291 0.257
TrustAnswer [136] 0.386 0.373 0.449
CrowdQM-no-aspect 0.388 0.368 0.450
CrowdQM 0.426 0.402 0.493

(b)

Table 4.4: Precision@1 for all three Ask* subreddits, with (4.4a) the experts’ comments and
(4.4b) upvotes used to identify trustworthy comments.

trustworthy comment in forums. CrowdQM remains competitive in the smaller AskDocs

dataset, where the best performing model is MoBA. Thus, for AskDocs, comment summa-

rizing all the other comments tends to get highest votes.

Parameter Sensitivity In Figure 4.9b, we plot our model’s precision with varying number

of aspects. Although there is an optimal range around 50 aspects, the precision remains

relatively stable indicating that our model is not sensitive to aspects. We also observed

similar results for the other datasets. We also did similar analysis with β and did not find

any significant changes to the Precision.

4.5.2 Model Convergence

In Figure 4.10, we plot the objective function score at each iteration, for our model

CrowdQM for the three datasets. On all three datasets, the model converges after only

about six iterations indicating our model is quick to approximate a solution. In general, the

computational complexity is O(|V|NM) for a single iteration. However, our implementation

leverages the data sparsity in the comment-word usage and user-submissions posts.
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Figure 4.9: Precision of our model (4.9a) vs. comment rank computed by user’s upvotes
and (4.9b) vs. number of aspects. Our model outperforms the baselines for askscience and
AskHistorians while performs similarly for AskDocs. Value of K does not have much impact
on the precision value.

4.6 CROWDQM QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we report qualitative analysis of user-aspect reliabilities {rn} and word

embeddings {vw} learned by our proposed CrowdQM model. For brevity, we focus our

analysis on our largest subreddit, askscience.

4.6.1 Aspect Reliability Analysis

We evaluate learned user reliabilities for users who commented on a post with a submission

flair. Note that a submission flair is manually curated and denotes post’s category, and we

do not use this information in our model. Specifically, for each post m, we compute the user-
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(a) AskDocs (b) AskHistorians

(c) askscience

Figure 4.10: CrowdQM model convergence for AskDocs, AskHistorians, and askscience re-
spectively.

post reliability score Rn
m for every user n who commented on the post. We then ranked these

scores for each category and report top author flairs for few categories in Table 4.5. The

top-performing author flairs for each category are experts for that domain. For instance, for

the Computing category highly reliable users have author flairs like Software Engineering

and Machine Learning, while for Linguistics authors with flairs Hispanic Sociolinguistics

and Language Documentation rank high. These results align with our hypothesis that

in-domain experts should have higher reliabilities. We also observe that out of domain

authors with flairs like Comparative Political Behavior and Nanostructured Materials in

the Linguistic category. This diversity could be due to the interdisciplinary nature of that

domain. Thus, our model can also be used by moderators of the community forum to identify

and recommend potential reliable users to respond to new submission posts of a particular

category.
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Post Category: Computing Post Category:Linguistics

Embedded Systems ; Software Engineering ; Robotics Linguistics ; Hispanic Sociolinguistics
Computer Science Comparative Political Behaviour
Quantum Optics ; Singular Optics Historical Linguistics ; Language Documentation
Robotics ; Machine Learning ; Computer Vision ; Manipulators Linguistics ; Hispanic Sociolinguistics
Computer Science Historical Linguistics ; Language Documentation
High Performance Computing ; Network Modeling and Simulation Cognitive Modeling
Biomechanical Engineering ; Biomaterials Nanostructured Materials ; Heterogeneous Catalysis

Post Category: Archaeology Post Category: Medicine

Archaeology ; Maya Stone Tools ; Geoscience Infectious Diseases ; Pulmonary Immunology
Global Health ; Tropical Medicine Biomedical Engineeering ; Biomechanics ; Biomaterials
Control ; Robotics Engineering ; Industrial Robotics Pediatric Neurology
Archaeology ; Collapse of Complex Societies Anesthesiology ; Post-Operative Pain ; Traumatic Brain Injuries
Archaeology ; Archaeometallurgy Molecular Biology ; Musculoskeletal Research
Criminal Justice Immunology ; Immune Regulation ; Infectious Diseases
Computational and Evolutionary Archaeology Molecular Biochemistry ; DNA Damage Repair

Post Category: Biology Post Category: Psychology

Animal Cognition Clinical Psychology ; Psychotherapy ; Behavior Analysis
Cell and Developmental Biology International Relations ; Comparative Politics
Biochemistry ; Molecular Biology ; Enzymology Neuropsychology
Genetics ; Cell biology ; Bioengineering Psychology ; PTSD, Trauma, and Resilience
Computational Physics ; Biological Physics Cognitive Neuroscience ; Neuroimaging ; fMRI
Aquatic Ecology and Evolution ; Active Acoustics Psychology ; Legal psychology ; Eyewitness testimonies
Genomic Instability ; Cancer Development Experimental Psychology ; Social Cognition and Statistics

Table 4.5: Top author flairs with their corresponding post categories according to user-post
reliability score.

To further analyze the user-aspect reliability, we identify the most important aspect for

each post category. We correlate the user karma, computed for each post category, with

their reliability score in each k aspect, r
(k)
n . For this experiment, category-specific karma is

given by the average upvotes the user’s comments have received per category. Users with high

karma value are deemed reliable by the community for that category. We identify aspects for

each category using the highest correlation value of user reliability and karma value. Table

4.11 list the top words of the correlated aspect for some categories. The identified aspects

words are topically relevant thus our model can associate user aspect reliability coherently.

It is interesting to note that, the aspects themselves tend to encompass several themes, for

example, in the Health category, the themes are software and health.

4.6.2 Word Embedding Analysis

The CrowdQM model updates word embeddings to better model semantic meaning of

the comments. For each category, we identify the frequent terms and find its most similar

keywords using cosine distance between the learned word embeddings.

The left column for each term in Table 4.6 are the most similar terms returned by the

initial embeddings while the right column reports the results from updated embeddings {vω}
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Liquid Cancer Quantum Life
Initial CrowdQM Initial CrowdQM Initial CrowdQM Initial CrowdQM

unimaginably gas mg disease search results model molaison species
bigger so chemical curie white sis energy around natural
two lenses solid wobbly cell shallower water particle machos nature

orbiting around air subject food starts rolling mechanics brain production
fire itself material ”yes” then complete antimatter galaxies mathematical ”dark” matter size

Table 4.6: Similar words using embeddings learned using CrowdQM for askscience.

from our CrowdQM model. We observe that there is a lot of noise in words returned by the

initial model as they are just co-occurrence based while words returned by our model are

semantically similar and describe similar concepts. This improvement is because our model

updates word embeddings in a trust aware manner such that they are similar to terms used

in responses from reliable users.

4.7 CROWDQM-BASED FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

In this section we describe how we can leverage the CrowdQM model to generate features

for text prediction. There are many possible feature constructions from the latent aspects

from the CrowdQM model, while some may be more useful than others it depends on the

context for which they are used. For example, in the context of trustworthy comment

discover we used a∗m as a feature. One feature which is particularly useful for topic related

categorizations is source-aspect reliability features, rn. However, to fully take advantage of

these features it is best to take the user familiarity in conjunction with these features.

R(k)
n = r(k)

n · u(k)
n (4.11)

To show the utility of these features we focus on expert categorization, for the askscience

subreddit.

We establish a baseline for the task in the CrowdQM Reddit dataset, for expert categoriza-

tion. As features we compare unigram-based features, which are simply the term frequencies.

We also compare topic-based feature which we derive from applying LDA to the corpus.

In Figure 4.12 we show the precision of these features, in general the CrowdQM-based

features outperform the topic and unigram-based features except in the Computing and

Social Sciences categories, which unigram gets a precision of 1.0. In Figure 4.13 we show

the recall of the three features and as we can see in all but the two categories the CrowdQM

features outperform. In Figure 4.14, we show the F1-Score for each category, while CrowdQM

outperforms the other two types of features there is still a substantial room for improvement.
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4.8 TRUTH DISCOVERY AND COMMUNITY QUESTION ANSWERING RELATED
WORK

Our work in this chapter is related to several themes of research, including truth discovery

and question answering.

In SemEval 2017 on Community Question Answering (CQA), [147] developed a task with

the following end-application goal: given a new question, the system should automatically

recommend useful related answers. SemEval 2019 further extends this line of work by propos-

ing fact checking in community question answering [158]. Typically, CQA is framed as a

classification problem to predict correct responses for a post. CQARank leverages voting

information as well as user history and estimates user interests and expertise on different

topics [135]. [157] also look at the relationship between the answers, measuring textual and

structural similarities between them to classify useful and relevant answers. These are su-

pervised approaches and thus need a large amount of labeled training data [163, 165, 166].

Our goal is different as we want to identify the most trustworthy response within a post

which subsumes relevance to the question [167].

Truth discovery has attracted much attention recently. Different approaches have been

proposed to address different scenarios [155, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172]. Many truth discovery

approaches are tailored to categorical data and thus assume there is a single objective truth

that can be derived from the claims of different sources [173]. Faitcrowd [174] assumes an

objective truth in the answer set and uses a probabilistic generative model to perform fine-

grained truth discovery. It jointly models the generation of questions and answers to estimate

the source reliability and correct answer. On the other hand, [154] propose trustworthy

opinion discovery where the true value of an entity is modeled as a random variable with a

probability density function instead of a single value.

Some truth discovery approaches also leverage text data to identify correct responses bet-

ter. [136] proposed a model for capturing semantic meanings of crowd provided diagnosis

in a Chinese medical forum. [155] proposed a Bayesian approach to capture the multifacto-

rial property of text answers and used semantic representations of keywords to mitigate the

diversity of words in answers. These approaches only use certain keywords for each answer

and are thus, limited in their scope. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work

that models fine-grained user reliability with semantic representations of the text to discover

trustworthy comments from community responses.
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4.9 SUMMARY

In this section we have proposed source reliability aspect features as a form of model-based

features. We proposed an unsupervised model to learn a trustworthy comment embedding

from all the given comments for each post in a discussion forum. The learned embedding can

be further used to rank the comments for that post. We explored Reddit, a novel community

discussion forum dataset for this task. Reddit is challenging as posts typically receive many

responses from a diverse set of users and each user engages in a wide range of topics. Our

model estimates aspect-level user reliability and semantic representation of each comment

simultaneously. Experiments show that modeling aspect level user reliability improves the

prediction performance compared to the non-aspect version of our model. We also show

that the estimated user-post reliability can be used to identify trustworthy users for post

categories. We applied CrowdQM-based features for an expert prediction task and showed

the utility of these features for this categorization task.
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(a) Health (b) Cosmos

(c) Diabetes

(d) Oceanography

(e) Astronomoy

Figure 4.11: Top words for highly correlated aspects between user reliability and user karma.
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Figure 4.12: Precision of three different feature types for the expert classification prediction
task. The X-axis denote the corresponding Field of study.
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Figure 4.13: Recall of three different feature types for the expert classification prediction
task. The X-axis denote the corresponding Field of study.
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Figure 4.14: F1 Score of three different feature types for the expert classification prediction
task. The X-axis denote the corresponding Field of study.
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CHAPTER 5: MULTI-VIEW ATTRIBUTE FEATURES

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we have presented two new models for modeling seman-

tic incoherence and reliability of text content respectively. These models can be used to

construct useful features that are effective for several interesting applications. In this chap-

ter we present multi-view feature construction which leverage any model-based features to

reconstruct features from different perspectives of the data.

5.1 TOPIC FEATURES FOR TWEET-BASED PREDICTION

In this chapter we focus on text-based features and multi-view attribute features for the

purpose of making predictions from text data. In particular, we focus on the prediction of

new diagnosis rates of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in particular locations based on

social media posts from users in those locations. Multi-View Attribute Feature Construction

is a topic modelling framework for topic feature construction on social media text data

which leverages attributes of social media. This framework allows us to include meta-data,

as attributes, for construction of coherent topic-based features.

While topic models provide a feature for prediction, it is not always clear what document

representation of our text data, e.g., tweet messages, should be used in a prediction task

(e.g., predicting sexually transmitted infections (STIs) new diagnosis rates). One naive

document representation might be to pool all messages into a document belonging to a

particular location and later infer corresponding features given a new location. However,

the resulting pooled documents might not be topically coherent, alternatively it is also

possible to consider each message as an individual document, thus having multiple attribute

documents for a given location. In particular, the misalignment of the text data, e.g. tweets,

and the prediction outcome, e.g. STIs diagnosis rates at the county-level, poses a challenge

for feature construction and thus a framework for multi-view attribute feature construction

is necessary for this application.

We develop a novel general framework for constructing multi-attribute topic features us-

ing multi-views of the social media text data defined according to meta-data attributes and

study their effectiveness for a text-based prediction task. We show the relationship between

multi-view attribute features construction and model-based feature construction. Further-

more, we study multiple weighting strategies and attributes for multi-view attribute feature

construction to align text-based features and prediction outcomes. We evaluate the proposed

method on a Twitter corpus of over 100 million tweets collected over a seven-year period in
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2009-2015 to predict human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) new diagnosis and other STIs

new diagnosis in the United States at the zip code-level and county-level resolutions. The

results show that feature representations based on attributes such as authors, locations, and

hashtags are generally more effective than the conventional topic feature representation.

5.1.1 Multi-view Attribute Features for STI Prediction

The abundance, and ubiquity, of social media data and the live-stream reporting of events

make social media data especially valuable for prediction tasks in many application domains

(e.g., security [175] and financial domain [176]). As an instance of “big data,” social media

data has several unique properties: 1) They are massive, cover a wide range of topics,

and represent opinions from a diverse population, thus they contain valuable information

relevant to many big data applications. They are especially useful for predicting people’s

attitude, opinions, and preferences, but can also be used as a basis for predicting many other

interesting variables such as stock prices, election results, product trends, and public policy

responses. 2) They are often the first source to find a report of an event, thus they are

especially useful for making real-time predictions of interesting variables.

Social media data provide real-time signals about various events in the world and thus

can be potentially used to make predictions in many applications such as tracking and

monitoring diseases to improve disease case reporting for modern disease surveillance. The

effectiveness of social media-based prediction highly depends on whether we can construct

effective content-based features based on social media text data. Features constructed based

on topics learned using a topic model are very attractive due to their expressiveness in

semantic representation and accommodation of inexact matching of semantically related

words.

While there are many applications of social media, using social media for prediction is

especially important because it can directly help optimize decision making and can also

be combined with other non-text data in a predictive model. As in many cases of text-

prediction applications, the accuracy of prediction, based on social media, would highly

depend on whether we can construct effective features using the social media data, thus,

how to construct effective features is an extremely important research question in social

media mining. While commonly used features such as bag-of-words representation are often

effective, they have clear limitations. First, many words are ambiguous. Second, the same

concept may be expressed using different terms, causing a mismatch. These limitations can

be addressed by using topics as features where a topic is defined as a word distribution (i.e.,

a unigram language model) since such a topic feature representation would address both the
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ambiguity problem and the vocabulary variation problem [177].

Figure 5.1: HIV new diagnosis prediction from tweets using multi-view attributes to con-
struct features. On the left-most box are the basic text units, tweet and on the right-most
box are the prediction outcome we are interested in. In between are different views of the
tweets defined based on various (metadata) attributes (i.e. authors, hashtags, and time),
which allowed us to generate topic features from multiple perspectives for predicting the
outcomes. The dashed arrows here represent a partition relationship which we can define to
construct our multi-attribute topic features.

For this reason, statistical topic modeling, in particular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

[32], is often applied to social media text data for content-based feature construction for pre-

dicting health related outcomes and other applications. Though promising, a straightforward

application of topic modeling to tweets tends to be not very effective. Specifically, Twit-

ter, as a source of information, is limited by the message length at 140 characters1, which

restricts the types of content-based features used.

Direct application of a topic model such as LDA [32] to tweets has been shown to produce

low-quality topics and thus it is crucial to pool tweets to create coherent documents [178,

179]. However, it remains an open challenge how to pool the tweets and how to construct

1As of September 2017, Twitter has extended the length limit to included 280 characters for some select
users.
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effective topic-based features to represent tweets in a prediction task, particularly how to

determine values of topic features and how to weigh topics for a prediction task.

In this chapter we propose a general framework for constructing topic-based features on

social media text data from multiple views that correspond to different ways to pool social

media text such as tweets. Those views are defined based on meaningful meta data such

as authors, location, and time, each leading to a different, but coherent way of partitioning

and pooling text data, and thus enabling generation of coherent topics representing the text

data from a different perspective.

With the proposed approach, we would be able to generate multiple versions of topic

models from the text data, each corresponding to a view defined by an attribute such as

an author or location. The multiple attributes allow us to represent text data flexibly in

different perspectives (views), which is needed for different prediction tasks and provides

better discrimination than topics constructed in a conventional way.

In a typical prediction task, it would be naive to collect all the social media text associated

with a prediction instance (e.g., a county in the case of predicting HIV rates of different coun-

ties) to form a pooled document representation and derive a feature representation for such

a document and use in a machine learning predictive model. This method of pooling doc-

uments results in incoherent documents and thus suboptimal topic features. Alternatively,

with multi-attribute topic features, each document representation is often decomposed into

multiple sub-documents corresponding to different attribute values. Thus, we also need to

further study how to combine the topic features obtained from multiple “subdocuments” of

the pooled document. To this end, we propose multiple weighting strategies for combing

topic features.

The basic idea of the proposed multi-view attribute features in the context of predicting

HIV rates of each county is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

We evaluate the proposed multi-view attribute topic features using a case study of pre-

dicting the HIV rates using tweets, which has important applications. In a recent report

by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 2016 they found in the U.S.

1.59 million cases of Chlamydia, 468,514 cases of Gonorrhea and 27,814 cases of Syphilis, a

4.7%, 18.5% and 17.6%, respectively, increase from 2015 [180]. Monitoring the prevalence of

STIs and HIV is essential for timely reportage for infection prevention and control and cost

planning. Social-media, e.g., Twitter, allows for a platform to mine health related markers

(e.g., discussion of health-related topics), and studies have shown some potential for tracking

health related outcomes such as HIV [73, 74, 75, 86, 181]. We thus chose to evaluate the

proposed feature construction method with the task of predicting STIs based on tweets.
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Figure 5.2: Multi-view attributes in the model-based feature construction framework. The
cloud represents multiple attributes of the data such as location, profession, and expertise.
These attributes can be used to cluster the data and provide multiple views on the feature
construction process.

5.1.2 Multi-View Attribute Feature Set for Text Data

In Chapter 3, we showed that model-based feature construction can leverage reference

corpus to create differential semantic features. In Chapter 4, we described a model that

leveraged sources of text to model source aspect reliabilities. In this chapter we leverage the

meta-data which naturally occurs in social media to construct multi-view attribute features.

In Figure 5.2, we show the multi-view context of meta-data, which can include user location,

user expertise, as well as temporal information, or other meta-data information in social

media networks.

5.2 FEATURES IN SOCIAL MEDIA PREDICTION

Text-based prediction can be described as predicting the value of an interesting (depen-

dent) variable (e.g., HIV rates of a county) based on the text data associated with the

variable (e.g., all the tweets produced by people from a county). Such a prediction task is

representative of “big data” applications in general, where the data is leveraged to make

a prediction of an interesting variable, which further helps support and optimize decision
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making.

A text-based prediction problem is generally solved by using supervised machine learning

which can leverage labeled training data. The general idea is to generate features from the

relevant text and hypothesize that the target variable value is a function of those features

which has parameters to control how the features should be combined to produce a prediction

score. The parameters can then be optimized based on a training set to minimize the

prediction error on the training data. The accuracy of prediction depends heavily on the

features constructed to represent the text data.

The most commonly used features for representing text data are lexical features such

as words, n-grams, and phrases, or some mixture of words and syntactic information such

as POS tags [177]; since words can be regarded as human-generated primitive features,

they are usually quite effective, leading to the widespread adoption of the “bag-of-words”

representation.

However, while lexical features are often sufficiently effective for some tasks where the

target variable to be predicted is closely related to the surface lexical features (e.g., in

topic categorization of text data or sentiment analysis), they have some notable deficiencies,

mostly due to the ambiguity of words and the lack of expressive power when we use one

word or a few words as a feature to represent text.

To improve over such a simple representation, topic modeling techniques (notably Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [32]) have been applied to text data to generate topics that can be

used as features. A topic is a word distribution (also called a unigram language model) with

high probabilities assigned to important words characterizing a topic. A word distribution is

far more flexible and more powerful than a word or a few words when it comes to representing

text data, making topics potentially better features than simple lexical features such as n-

grams. Moreover, topic features can also be combined with other features such as n-grams

to provide supplementary perspectives of representation.

Topics can be learned from text data in an unsupervised way by using a topic model

such as LDA [32]. Specifically, given a set of text documents, topic models, such as LDA,

can be used to generate two useful outputs T = {Θ,Φ}, where Φ is a set of topics, each

represented as a word distribution, and Θ is a topic distribution for each document indicating

the coverage of each topic in the document.

In Figure 5.3, we show the plate notation for LDA. Note α, and β are hyper parameters

and the priors for the Dirichlet distributions.

Normally, when we are concerned with a prediction task based on each document, Φ can

be used as word clusters representing the features and Θ can directly provide the weights

of all the features for each document. However, such a conventional approach is generally
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Figure 5.3: The graphical model of LDA in plate notation, where Θ and Φ are the document-
topic distribution and topic-word distributions respectively.

inappropriate for many prediction tasks that are not based on a well-defined single document,

which include most prediction applications using social media where we generally have to

pool multiple tweets together to form a “document” for prediction. For example, in our

prediction task of predicting HIV rates in different counties, we would need to pool all the

tweets in a county as a “pseudo document.” How to learn topics from the data and how

to assign values to topic features in such a scenario where we do not have a naturally well-

defined document is an open challenge that has not been well addressed in the literature.

In general, we address the following two questions:

• How should we form documents for running the topic model (e.g., one tweet as a

document vs. all the combined tweets for each prediction instance)?

• Once we obtain the topics, how do we compute the weights of those topics for each

prediction instance (the topic model can no longer give us such weights directly)?

5.3 ATTRIBUTE FEATURE SET FOR TEXT DATA

The general idea of multi-view feature construction is representing multiple views of data,

via attributes, as text documents from which we can construct features. Before we give a
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definition of multi-view attribute features, we first give some context on attribute feature

construction.

In the bag-of-words, a bag, or multi-set, of words is defined over the set of all possible

terms, i.e., a vocabulary V , and a multiplicity function f defined over V. The multiplicity

function f gives the count of w ∈ V in the set [182], for example, if V is the days of a week

then

f({Monday,Monday,Monday, Tuesday, Saturday, Saturday})

→ {(Monday, 3), (Tuesday, 1), (Saturday, 2)}
(5.1)

The definition of a bag is not solely limited to unigrams, we can extend this definition to

include any arbitrary sequence of characters, or strings. Let A be the set of strings which

can be formed, by concatenating the words in V .2 Similar to how we define the bag-of-words,

we can construct a bag-of-strings from A, and the multiplicity function f .

A multi-view feature set is akin to a bag-of-strings, where the multiplicity function is

replaced by a feature measure. Recall from equation 2.1, a feature measure takes any piece

of text and maps it to a real valued representation, e.g., scalar, vector, or tensor. As an

example, consider the following strings,

A1 = What a fine day, for science. (5.2)

A2 = Today was a fine day for science. (5.3)

A3 = A1 + A2 = What a fine day, for science. Today was a fine day for science. (5.4)

For example, we can define a feature measure m as follows, let m be the number of vowels

in the string, then m(A1) = 9 and m(A2) = 11. Note that for the concatenation of these two

strings m(A3) = m(A1) + m(A2) = 20. The feature measure is not limited to a scalar, the

feature measure can be a map to a vector or map to some multi-dimensional vector. The

idea of multi-view features for text documents is to represent a text document as partitions

of sub-documents i.e., if A3 is the original document then A1 and A2 are sub-documents that

form a 2-set partition for A3. A3 itself can be considered a 1-set partition for A3, we call

this the identity partition of A3. We call the partitioning dimensions attributes of the text

data. In the above example, we can form a 2-set partition of A3 via its sentence attribute.

The problem of model-base feature construction can be broken down to defining the fol-

2Note, by concatenation we mean to “pool” two terms s.t. w1, w2 ∈ V then w1 w2 ∈ A.
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lowing function

MΛ(A3) =MΛ(A1) +MΛ(A2). (5.5)

This framework for constructing the multi-view features by leveraging various attributes,

can be applied to the meta-data attributes that are naturally available in most social media

data. For clarity, we often use tweets as examples to illustrate an idea or technique, but the

idea and technique are usually general and can be applied to any social media data.

5.4 MULTI-VIEW ATTRIBUTE FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

A main challenge in topic weighting is that in many topic modelling applications, there is

often a misalignment of the text document representation and the outcome variables, e.g.,

a tweet message vs zip code-quarterly HIV new diagnosis rate. We call this the outcome

misalignment problem. While pooling the data may remedy this issue, those pooled docu-

ments may not be topically coherent. The pooled documents can unintentionally introduce

population-based feature biases and hurt the prediction performance.

To address this challenge, we propose a general framework for computing multi-attribute

topic representations (called multi-view attribute features), which can preserve topically

coherent documents and reduce those inherent population biases. Our key idea is to leverage

the naturally available attributes in social media (e.g., authors, location and hashtags) to

obtain multiple views of the tweets, each being semantically coherent, and thus enrich the

feature representation to increase the chance of obtaining effective topic features for a given

prediction task.

We observe the outcome misalignment problem in Figure 5.1 where the outcomes are

associated to counties while the text data is at the tweet message level. We can naively

pool these tweets to create a pseudo-document representation for each county, however these

pooled documents may not be topically coherent. We call this a pseudo-document represen-

tation as this document is artificially created by pooling tweet messages which share the same

location. Alternatively, for each county pseudo-document we can partition by the attributes

such as authors, hashtags, or the timestamp in which the tweets were created. Just like

the authors partition the counties document set, so we can say that the tweets themselves

partition the author document sets, in other words in the dataset we find tweets, written by

different authors in different locations. Generally, we can use as many attributes as avail-

able, i.e., we can partition the tweets by authors by time of day, but for clarity we describe

our model for a single attribute even though partitioning can be done by combinations of
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multiple attributes.

Let d be a document in our document collection d ∈ D. To construct features for pre-

diction, our text document representation, d, needs to be at the same granularity as the

predicting data (outcome variable). For example, if we want to predict the HIV rates at

county level, each document d would be all the tweets written by people in a particular

county. Such an ad hoc combination of all the tweets makes d incoherent, thus using d

as a unit for running a topic modeling would be problematic since there will be noisy co-

occurrences that may be picked up by the topic model.

Fortunately, it is often the case that in social media we have more detailed informa-

tion about these documents available, e.g. meta-data such as message authorship infor-

mation, which can help us develop better topical features. Specifically, the document

d = {a1, a2, ..., aMd
}, can be viewed as a collection of some attribute a, i.e., a view of

the data under the lens of a; in other words, we say a partitions d. Here Md denotes the

number of partitions given by the particular attribute for document d, see Figure 5.4. For

example, if the attribute a is authors, then the document may be partitioned by the messages

which are written by different authors. The tweets that have the same attribute value form

a sub-document that we refer to as an attribute document, and is denoted by ai. Thus, if

there are 1,000 authors in total, we would have d = {a1, ..., a1000}, where ai is all the tweets

in document d that are written by author i, and in effect, we partitioned all the tweets in a

particular county into 1,000 subsets (i.e., 1,000 attribute documents), each corresponding to

the tweets written by a particular author in that county. If we use another attribute (e.g.,

time), we would have another way (i.e., another view) to partition the same document d.

Given a particular attribute a, we can then use all its corresponding attribute documents

in the entire dataset as text units (i.e., as a “document”) to run a topic model and generate

topics and topic distributions for all the attribute documents, which we denote by Ta =

{Θ(a),Φ(a)} with Θ(a) being the topic distributions and Φ(a) being the word distributions for

all the topics discovered.

Thus, for attribute (view) a, we can take all the topics in Φ(a) each as a feature, and

compute the weight of feature k (i.e., topic k) in the feature representation for document d

as follows:

θdk = P (z = k|d) (5.6)

where z is a latent variable indicating the topic in document d. Since an attribute forms a
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Figure 5.4: On the left we have the document partitioned by n attributes. The black
box model is an LDA topic model for the respective attribute, for which we can induce
attribute topic distributions, finally we use these to infer the document-topic distribution of
the original document.

partition, we can marginalize over the attribute documents,

P (z = k|d) =
∑
ai∈d

P (z = k|ai, d)P (ai|d) (5.7)

where P (z = k|ai, d) is the topic weight for a partition of d by attribute value ai that we

can directly obtain from Θ(a). The last term P (ai|d) signifies the weight of attribute ai in

d, and we will discuss how to set this weight below.

In Figure 5.4 show how we can reconstruct the document topic distribution θd from the

inferred attribute topic distributions θ
(a)
i = P (z|ai, d).
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5.4.1 Attribute Feature Weighting

First, we can consider balanced topic weight (BTW), which is defined as,

P (ai|d) =
1

Md

(5.8)

In such a weighting method, we view every distinct value of attribute a as equally important,

thus avoiding any bias we might have due to non-uniform amounts of text data contributed

by different attribute values (e.g., some authors may have written far more tweets than

others but should not dominate in the representation).

Sometimes the number of tweets belonging to each attribute value does matter (e.g., if

there are more tweets belonging to one hashtag than another, we might want to retain this

difference). To accommodate such a need we further introduce proportional topic weight

(PTW) which is defined as,

P (ai|d) =
|ai|∑Md

j=1 |aj|
(5.9)

In PTW, we see that attributes with more text data would be weighted higher.

Finally, we may also have the unweighted probability distributions (UPD), defined as,

P (z = k|d) ∝
∑
ai∈d

P (z = k|ai) (5.10)

This weighting scheme encodes directly corpus-wide statistics, since there is no re-weighting

of the attribute topic-document distributions.

Note that depending on the attribute a, it is possible that proportional, balance, and

unweighted topic weights could be equal. The different pooling schemes for text document

representations of the tweet messages we explored are as follows, a single tweet message,

pool tweets in a location, pool tweets by a single user, and pool tweets by hashtags. Note that

for the location we used both zip codes and counties. By providing topic models for these

different attributes, we develop the multi-attribute topic features.

It is worth pointing out that the proposed multi-attribute topic features can also be

constructed when there is no naturally available attribute, e.g. meta-data and for other

count-based features. For example, if we are predicting the sentiment of news articles, then

we can directly use the text for an article to generate features based on word counts, i.e.,

term frequency. Alternatively, we can also consider a different view of the articles, that is the

news article is composed of many sections, which themselves contain paragraphs and those

paragraphs contain many sentences. Thus, the prediction task can be decomposed to have
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multi-view attributes, i.e., sections, paragraphs and sentences as well. While our methods

are applied in the context of topic modeling, the approaches can also be used to amalgamate

any numerical feature which is used for prediction, such as term-frequency counts.

5.5 EXPERIMENTS

For the remainder of this chapter, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods

of constructing topic features by using a Twitter corpus of over 100 million tweets collected

over a seven-year period in 2009-2015 to predict the new diagnosis rates of HIV, gonorrhea,

and chlamydia at different temporal and spatial resolutions in the United States, at the

zip code-level and county-level resolutions. The experimental results show that feature

representations based on attributes such as authors, locations, and hashtags are generally

more effective than the conventional topic feature representation without considering these

multi-view attributes.

As the multi-view attribute features proposed are general for probabilistic distributions,

they can be potentially used in any application of social media-based prediction to improve

accuracy.

5.5.1 CDC STIs Corpus

In this section, we describe the data sets used for evaluating the proposed methods. The

county-level HIV, chlamydia (CHLA), and gonorrhea (GONO) new diagnosis data are ob-

tained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and AIDSVu 3. Data

are estimated for persons aged 13 and older living with an HIV infection diagnosis as of

December 31st, of each respective year. Denominators used to calculate rates for county

populations were obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau’s census estimates for each respec-

tive year. Population denominators are restricted to persons aged 13 and older. Estimated

rates of persons living with an HIV diagnosis were calculated per 100,000 population to

permit data standardization and comparison. As is standard in the display of health statis-

tics, rates generated from a numerator less than 12 are considered unstable and should be

interpreted with caution. In the odd columns of Figure 5.5 we show the new diagnosis rates

via each state in 2014, note the blank regions in the figure represents the suppressed data.

Philadelphia HIV New Diagnosis Dataset We obtained zip code-level HIV diagnosis

rates per 100,000 from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania which the HIV data included only people

3http://aidsvu.org/
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aged 13 and older. Data from regions with less than 5 new HIV diagnoses per year or less

than 100 inhabitants are routinely suppressed by the CDC, and this suppression criteria

were also applicable for the present analysis.

5.5.2 Twitter Data

Our Twitter corpus ranges from June 2009 to March 2010, November 2011 to December

2015. In total there were more than 3.4 billion tweets, including re-tweets. However, in order

to use this dataset at the spatial granularity of the STI new diagnosis rates we geotagged

our Twitter corpus to zipcodes, and counties, in the United States. The user geotagging

problem has been well studied [183, 184]. In this study we developed a heuristic to quickly,

and accurately, geotag tweets at the county and zip code resolutions.

Geo-location Tweets may contain geo-coordinates, e.g GPS, which we refer as coordinate

data for short, and/or a “location” in the meta-data, we refer to location only data. We

handle these two geotagging tasks separately, first we describe coordinate mapping and then

location mapping: the mappings of those tweets without the coordinate information.

Coordinate Mapping The simplest tweets to geotag are those with coordinates data

in tweets. Based on the zip code boundary shape, we first construct a minimal bounding

rectangle (MBR) for each zip code and build hash tables storing the area the rectangle

covers. Then for a point defined by the latitude and longitude pair, we find all possible zip

codes and use ray casting algorithm to check which zip code contains the coordinates. This

process can also be repeated for a different resolution such as US counties.

Location Only Mapping While it is impossible to geotag most users at an US zip code-

level resolution, based on their provided location. We instead geotag these users at an US

county-level resolution. We first applied a pre-processing procedure on the dataset, which

included US time zone filtering and location field empty check. We then used a rule-based

mapping, which mapped the location information of each tweet, based on some predefined

rules. This approach is adapted from [75], in which select cities are mapped to counties if

they contain at least 95% of the population of all the cities with the same name.

A more complete description of the geotagging method performance can be found in [86].
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5.6 FORECASTING STIS PREVALENCE RATES USING TWITTER

The main purpose of our experiments was to examine two basic questions:

• Is the proposed multi-view attribute topic features more effective than the regular topic

features (which are usually generated using one view)?

• Which of the proposed weighting functions performs the best?

These questions can be answered by comparing multiple runs with appropriate parameter

configuration. As the baseline single view can be regarded as a special case of the proposed

multi-view framework, the baseline method can be easily simulated by restricting to one view

(e.g., pooling all tweets in a county in the case of the example illustrated in Figure 5.1), i.e.

the natural document representation.

5.6.1 Data Pre-Processing

We selected three states from our CDC STI corpus which have higher level of STI new

diagnosis rates compared to the rest of the country, i.e., these were California, Florida, and

New York. We also included Pennsylvania for comparison with our Philadelphia analy-

sis. We log-transformed and standardized these rates. Due to the quarterly nature of the

Philadelphia HIV new diagnosis dataset, we included this time resolution for each attribute

document representation of the Twitter data. We used a location-based representation, such

as zip codes, then construct the four attribute documents, i.e., tweet messages are grouped

by quarter belonging to the same zip code and corresponding to a HIV diagnosis rates.

This data also lends nicely to a semi-supervised framework, in which we used unlabeled

text data to help guide the feature construction step. Specifically, we included all the Twitter

data available for the state of Pennsylvania, regardless if we observed a new diagnosis, and

made use of this unlabeled data within our supervised learning framework. We used topic

modelling, which can be viewed as an unsupervised method for feature representation which

clusters semantically similar documents, in our semi-supervised framework.

For all of our experiments we used LDA for topic modeling feature construction, normal-

ized our multi-view attribute features and used an estimator, fitted on randomized decision

trees (extra-trees) [185] for our regression problem.

To ensure there were no outliers in the Twitter dataset, we included the attribute doc-

uments, whose lengths (e.g., number of tweets) were within three standard deviations of

the mean, and we used all the available new diagnosis testing data in order to compare the

document representations. We only noticed the presence of outliers when considering the
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Attribute Document Weighting Schemes
HIV New Diagnosis

Florida California Pennsylvania New York

Baseline — 0.371 0.243 0.313 0.183

Quarterly
PTW 0.311 0.203 0.339 0.221
BTW 0.399 0.238 0.262 0.277
UPD 0.381 0.202 0.366 0.236

Authors
PTW 0.325 0.228 0.258 0.200
BTW 0.300 0.176 0.248 0.126
UPD 0.207∗ 0.137∗ 0.191 0.116∗

Messages
PTW 0.296 0.172 0.292 0.154
BTW 0.274 0.174 0.307 0.152
UPD 0.228∗ 0.147∗ 0.180 0.114∗

Hashtags
PTW 0.319 0.150∗ 0.245 0.170
BTW 0.321 0.183 0.305 0.135
UPD 0.248 0.145∗ 0.200 0.146

Train Size 228 168 135 150

Test Size 44 33 27 30

Table 5.1: Prediction MSEs for HIV new diagnosis, for four states with our proposed feature
construction methods. A ∗ implies significant improvement with α = 0.1, and ∗∗ is significant
decrease with α = 0.1 over the baseline.

authors, which follows a Zipfian distribution, i.e., a right skewed long tailed distribution and

only excluded six authors which we manually verified were attributed to spam accounts.

5.6.2 CDC STIs Diagnosis County-level Prediction

We use the datasets prior to 2013 as training and considered the STI diagnosis for 2014

as the testing dataset. While the per-year STI diagnosis rates are only reported once a

year, the tweets have a creation timestamp which allows us to pool messages by time, in we

selected at a quarterly temporal resolution with all our attributes.

We propose a simple baseline, where all the messages pooled in a county for the entire year

of 2014 is a document from which we constructed topics, which simulates a natural pooling

strategy. This is a special case of our model where there is only a single attribute encom-

passing the entire document. We compared the topic features constructed using attributes

with this baseline to see if multi-view topic features are indeed beneficial.

The training and testing sizes as well as the prediction mean-squared errors (MSE) are

shown in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. We applied a two-sample t-test comparing the
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Attribute Document Weighting Schemes
Gonorrhea

Florida California Pennsylvania New York

Baseline — 0.461 0.300 1.023 1.033

Quarterly
PTW 0.511 0.432 1.015 1.150
BTW 0.536 0.381 0.940 1.222
UPD 0.592 0.318 0.941 1.333

Authors
PTW 0.413 0.443∗∗ 0.822 0.692∗

BTW 0.377 0.283 0.882 0.733
UPD 0.354 0.325 0.736∗ 0.610∗

Messages
PTW 0.379 0.414 0.794 0.620∗

BTW 0.364 0.392 0.819 0.624∗

UPD 0.408 0.471∗∗ 0.638∗ 0.584∗

Hashtags
PTW 0.403 0.480∗∗ 0.841 0.690∗

BTW 0.377 0.561∗∗ 0.854 0.581∗

UPD 0.365 0.515∗∗ 0.838 0.658∗

Train Size 304 234 256 260

Test Size 64 57 63 60

Table 5.2: Prediction MSEs for Gonorrhea, for four states with our proposed feature con-
struction methods. A ∗ implies significant improvement with α = 0.1, and ∗∗ is significant
decrease with α = 0.1 over the baseline.

attribute document and weighting scheme result with the baseline and noted results with

significant improvement over the baseline or significant decrease in performance compared

to the baseline.

We observe that UPD obtains the minimum MSE, which is not too surprising since the

diagnosis rates tend to be concentrated in the metropolitan areas as shown in Figure 5.5,

and UPD was constructed to favor populous locations. We also see that the BTW under

the author attribute always improves over the baseline. Partitioning by time helps when the

training dataset is small, even though HIV new diagnosis for the states is the sparsest of

all STI new diagnosis, we can still achieve good performance with the Quarterly attribute

document. Gonorrhea new diagnosis rates are the most difficult to predict, especially in

California which only by using authors and the BTW scheme can we outperform the baseline.

Overall using the attributes message and authors yield the best results in particular authors

in Florida and California, which have a non-uniform STI-rates distribution and messages

were best for Pennsylvania and New York which tend to be more mostly uniform, with few

peaks.
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Attribute Document Weighting Schemes
Chlamydia

Florida California Pennsylvania New York

Baseline — 0.144 0.141 0.259 0.150

Quarterly
PTW 0.178 0.119 0.232 0.168
BTW 0.190 0.146 0.205 0.182
UPD 0.203∗∗ 0.100 0.199 0.183

Authors
PTW 0.146 0.110 0.165∗ 0.100∗

BTW 0.143 0.104 0.196 0.088∗

UPD 0.107 0.103 0.155∗ 0.086∗

Messages
PTW 0.129 0.093 0.134∗ 0.082∗

BTW 0.129 0.100 0.167∗ 0.077∗

UPD 0.140 0.073∗ 0.163∗ 0.095∗

Hashtags
PTW 0.124 0.087∗ 0.160∗ 0.106
BTW 0.143 0.107 0.167∗ 0.101∗

UPD 0.137 0.104 0.155∗ 0.087∗

Train Size 308 267 320 297

Test Size 64 58 67 61

Table 5.3: Prediction MSEs for Chlamydia, for four states with our proposed feature con-
struction methods. A ∗ implies significant improvement with α = 0.1, and ∗∗ is significant
decrease with α = 0.1 over the baseline.

5.6.3 Philadelphia Zipcode-level Prediction

Using the available data prior to 2015 (2009-2014) as our training dataset and for the

testing data we choose the most recent HIV new diagnosis data in 2015. We tuned our

parameters on a development set, which included the Philadelphia zip code 2014 HIV new

diagnosis data for evaluation and the data prior as the training dataset. The training data

contained 352 entries, of which 156 were non-missing, and the test data contained 74 entries

of which 44 were non-missing.

We used both the mean squared error (MSE) and median squared error as our error

metrics for the Philadelphia prediction. We compare our weighting scheme in Table 5.4,

by predicting the HIV new diagnosis rates directly for each zip code. A clear pattern from

these results is that the UPD performed the worst in almost all cases. The UPD scheme

distributes the topic weights to the populous locations and thus relying on having enough

tweet messages to represent this distribution.

While both PTW and BTW outperform UPD, both schemes are similar in performance.

But when considering authors as attribute documents, BTW has an overall better MSE score

than the other schemes. Such results indicate that partitioning by authors works consistently
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Figure 5.5: Top to bottom: Florida, California, Pennsylvania, New York. Left most two
columns: HIV New diagnosis, Middle: Gonorrhea, Right: Chlamydia, predictions for 2014
incident rates, via Authors and UDP scheme.

Attribute
Document

Weighting
Schemes

Errors
mean SE median SE

Zipcodes PTW/ BTW/ UPD 18.32 6.01

Author
PTW 15.87 10.24
BTW 14.93 9.80
UPD 18.07 10.40

Hashtag
PTW 19.68 14.75
BTW 19.86 14.75
UPD 22.77 16.00

Message
PTW 16.64 9.42
BTW 16.63 9.67
UPD 17.81 8.21

Table 5.4: Overall HIV new diagnosis prediction results by weighting scheme
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well, since it avoids the bias from dominance by authors who wrote many more tweets than

others (i.e., less biased due to variable data size).

5.6.4 Topic Features Population Bias

We have previously alluded to the population-bias as the effect of depending on message

count statistics to produce useful features. We measured this population bias for the CDC

STIs county-level prediction by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient with respect

to each topic feature and the county tweet message counts. We plot the absolute correla-

tion lower bound and the percentage of features which have a correlation coefficient, whose

absolute value is greater than the lower bound for the author attribute and for the GONO

testing dataset in Figure 5.6, e.g., at lower bound of 0; all the topic features are shown, and

no feature has above a correlation coefficient of 1. Although not shown the other attributes

follow a similar pattern.

We observe that our UDP indeed creates features which are population biased, having a

strong message count correlation with more than 90 of all the features. It is also interesting

to note that the baseline has about 40 features with a weak correlation (0.2-0.4) for all states

except California. Both BTW and PTW do not show this type of association and tend to

plateau at 0 before the baseline. We find a similar association with the zip code features

as well. Thus, depending on the prediction problem constructing predictive features, UPD

could be useful, however if we are interested in making a more robust feature, invariant to

the number of messages in some attribute, then it may be better to use the BTW scheme

while sacrificing some prediction accuracy.

Attribute Feature Comparison While the author attribute features tend to work better

with smaller training sample sizes, using messages attribute features in general will work well.

It is somewhat surprising that hashtags do not perform quite on par as authors since, when

pooling by hashtags we can expect to create coherent documents. One explanation could

stem from the fact that there are many infrequent, as well as very popular hashtags thus

causing some disparity in the document sizes. Another factor could be that hashtags are

more susceptible to the language shift, since there could be many new events specific to

2015. Thus, to measure the topic cohesion we compute the log perplexity of the attributes.

Quarterly Message Author Hashtags

Log Perplexity 231.89 20.74, 25.07 22.50

Table 5.5: Log Perplexity for different document attributes.
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Table 5.5 presents the log perplexity, so called per-word likelihood bound, for all four

different document attributes, Counties, Messages, Hashtags and Authors. To compute

the perplexity, we used a withheld development dataset consisting of location only mapped

tweets, meaning could not map to zip codes, instead we used county-based mappings for

each quarter in 2015. to construct the document attributes. The perplexity for the quarterly

attribute is much worse that the rest, which could be expected since pooling based on time

may not necessarily create the most coherent documents. While Hashtags and Messages fit

better the development data, it doesn’t mean that this is able to translate to the predictive

accuracy.

Hashtag Attribute Feature Analysis As a qualitative study we show the hashtags

attribute topic features in word clouds, see Figure 5.7 in order to better observe the topic

clusters. We used the topic predictor weights, obtained from our learning algorithm, and

selected the top-2 weighted topics, based on the Philadelphia dataset, we then ranked the

hashtags themselves based on their weights for these topics and selected the top 20 STI-

related hashtags in Figure 5.7. To identify the STI-related hashtags we used a manually

curated STI-related terms to filter hashtags which contain these terms. The hashtags in

Figure 5.7 are all within the top 10% highest ranked hashtags. We find that many indeed

are related to sexual themes, e.g., #casualsexweek, but further study is needed to understand

in what context and if it is indicative of risky behavior.

5.7 RELATED WORK

In this section we review relevant work for both multi-view attribute features and health

related prediction tasks.

5.7.1 Multi-view Learning

Multi-view learning first introduced in the semi-supervised setting by [186] and [187].

Yarowsky in [187], described an unsupervised word disambiguation algorithm which takes

two views (senses) of words, one view is the context of the word (collocation) and is given by

one-sense-per-discourse view. Blum and Mitchell in [186] formalize the notion of multi-view

learning in the context of web-page classification. They take two views of webpages, the an-

chor text and the content of the webpages to develop two learning algorithms from each view.

They use the output of one classifier to enhance the training data of the other, this method
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is called co-training. The multi-view learning has also been extended for unsupervised data,

specifically to clustering using mixture models [188].

The idea of multi-view learning has been used in the vision community as well, where

the goal is to represent different feature types in some unified framework [189, 190, 191].

For example combining BOW features with embedding features, it would not make sense to

concatenate these two feature types as the dimensions in these features represent something

completely different, that is they have different statistical properties. Instead in they can be

first mapped to some common low-dimensional subspace.

The notion of multi-view learning is orthogonal to multi-view attribute features, as the

goal for multi-view attribute features is to create a document feature representation from

the consensus of the attribute partitions. In other words, we focus on maximizing the benefit

of a single feature type while multi-view learning deals with multiple feature types and the

best way to combine them.

5.7.2 Health-Related Prediction Tasks

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied how to use meta data to

construct multi-view topic features for social media health-based prediction. The closest

work to ours is the use of topic modeling for tweets in prediction tasks. In this line, topic

modeling has also been employed, with some success, in predicting heart disease mortality

at the county-level using Twitter [192] and to analyze the language and personality traits

on Facebook [87]. In both works the authors applied topic modelling directly on to discover

topics from Twitter and Facebook messages. They then used these 2,000 Twitter topics

to estimate a user-level [87], and county-level [192] topic weights by weighing every word

in a message, by the topic proportion and topic distributions. Although they claimed to

discover high quality topics, other studies yielded low quality topics using such approach

[179]. Our work proposes a general framework and multiple new strategies for topic feature

construction that are shown to perform better than these ad hoc topic feature construction

methods.

Twitter as a useful social media information source has been proven adequate for many

health-related tasks such as the prediction of suicide [193], influenza rates [194, 195, 196],

asthma-related emergency room visits [197], and HIV rates [73, 74, 75, 181]. However,

there are only a few works using tweets to predict public health issues [73, 193, 198, 199,

200, 201]. Few works have used topic modeling approaches for predicting health-related

outcomes [86, 87, 192].

Some studies use specific keywords such as the words “flu”, “influenza”, and associated
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symptoms like “high fever” [196, 202] to predict flu and influenza trends. While others

have used dictionary-based approaches for HIV prevalence rate prediction [73, 74, 75]. For

example, in [73] the authors used two dictionaries related to sexual risk behaviors and

attitudes; they classified tweets being drug related or sex related messages, if they contained

at least one corresponding risk-related term and finally they used the number of risk-related

related tweets as an input feature for a down-stream regression task. In our work, we applied

different text mining strategies to construct useful features that go beyond term count. We

made use of the semantic structure in tweets and built topic models which can be aligned

to locations and showed how we can develop features, for predicting HIV and other STIs,

which are not limited to a closed-vocabulary approach.

Further, some have proposed different schemes for training the development of new models

to improve the topics quality. [55, 178, 179, 203, 204]. Hong and Davison [179] used different

aggregation strategies to overcome the short message limitation. They show that the induced

topic models are a good feature for classification problems. Alvarez-Melis and Saveski [178]

compared of different pooling methods, including at the user, hashtag, and conversations

level. They show that more coherent topics and also helped in document retrieval tasks,

however it also hurt running time performance for creating topic models. In brief, our

work proposes a more general framework that include multiple new strategies for topic

feature construction by exploiting meta-data attributes, and furthermore we examine the

performance of the features for health-based prediction tasks.

5.8 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we address a fundamental problem in all those prediction applications,

i.e., how to construct effective model-based features in the presence of the outcome misalign-

ment problem and proposed a novel framework for constructing multi-view topic features by

leveraging a topic model as a building block. The multi-view topic features are constructed

based on the multiple attributes of social media data that are naturally available and can

be regarded as attribute features. We propose and study three different weighting scheme

methods for our multi-view attribute features, i.e., unweighted, balanced and proportional,

each make different underlying assumptions about how the data is distributed and act as

regularization methods. We evaluated the proposed methods using an application on the

public health domain prediction of STIs using tweets, and showed pooling by attributes,

such as authors, outperformed the baseline in prediction. The results show that attribute-

based multi-view topic features are consistently more effective than the baseline single-view

features. Although the framework is proposed for social media-based prediction, it is general
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in that the attributes can be defined based on any meta-data available in text-based predic-

tion applications. As the proposed framework is general, another very interesting direction

for future work is to explore the application of the general framework in other social media

domains.
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Figure 5.6: Feature-Message correlations for FL, CA, PA, and NY (left to right), using the
Author, and Hashtags (top to bottom) attributes.
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Figure 5.7: The highest weighted, top topics for Philadelphia zipcodes, with the top-20
highest weighted hashtags, using the UDP scheme.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We explored various lines of work in model-based feature construction. However, we are

still far from generating a comprehensive method for model-based feature construction and

there is some groundwork left to be done to reach our goal of automatic model-based feature

construction.

6.1 SUMMARY OF OVERALL CONTRIBUTIONS

In this dissertation we described model-based feature construction in social media data,

the contributions can be best summarized by Figure 2.2. In each line of work, we used social

media text along with some associated data context to construct model-based features.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a mixture model to compute differential semantic features in

the context of humorous text identification. The probabilistic model was used to compare a

source text to a reference corpus and generated a distribution over the reference entities. We

showed that we can use these features to generate incongruity and unexpectedness features

for humor identification. In Chapter 4 we used user comments and posting patterns to

model source reliabilities. This unsupervised model was able to learn trustworthy comment

embeddings for every question, fine-tuned word embeddings from the comments and learned

fine-grained user aspect reliabilities. We showed that these features can also be used for

other tasks such as expert classification of users, as they outperform topic features. In

Chapter 5 we proposed a framework that leverages meta-data information in social media to

construct multi-view attribute features of the text data. In doing so we developed a solution

for the target misalignment problem on social media for STI new diagnosis prediction. This

framework can also leverage topic-based features to generate new features based on multi-

views of the social media data.

We have investigated these models in different social media domains. In the humor iden-

tification task, we consider humorous reviews from Yelp and connected this source text with

Wikipedia as a reference corpus. In identifying trustworthy comments, we leveraged Reddit

subreddit communities to construct the CrowdQM AskReddit Dataset, which included data

from AskDocs, AskHistorians and AskScience. Finally, in the multi-view attribute features

we leveraged data from Twitter and predicted new diagnosis from various STIs including

HIV, Gonorrhea and Chlamydia.
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6.1.1 Limitations

Our works have demonstrated some success in leveraging different context of social media

data for model-based feature construction, however there is little guidance on how exactly

to create a model for a new context. In our case we have shown that it is possible to create

models with a graphical mixture models as well as an optimization framework. We also

proposed a multi-view framework to allow the reuse of probabilistic model-based features

in the presence of meta-data on social media. In general, using text derived features for

prediction tasks tries to associate derived features from the text to the outcome variable. In

doing so, we are asking the question “what variables is most associated with the outcome?”,

however this only reflects what our feature input representation can capture. In other words,

once we have discovered the most discriminative features, we cannot conclude that the feature

is indicative of the outcome variable, in order to do so we must analyze the causal reasons

for that. This is also true for model-based features that can encode different contexts of the

data, however, as opposed to deep learning or neural network features, the features derived

from MBFC, if the underlying model is a graphical model, can include causal relationships.

6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this dissertation we showed how we can use model-based feature construction for pre-

diction tasks in social media data. The potential for model-based features to go beyond

text prediction is what makes MBFC particularly appealing for other domains and tasks.

However, before we can apply these methods to other tasks there are some limitations which

we would need to address particularly in interpretability and integration of neural network

approaches to MBFC.

6.2.1 Model Interpretability

The potential for interpretable features is what makes model-based features potentially

more attractive than deep learning features. While we have showed some benefit of the

features generated, we have not thoroughly evaluated the features for interpretability. While

topic features can generate useful clusters, they might be less semantically meaningful for

humans [205]. Thus, to further measure the interpretability for the model-based features,

it is also important to collect human judgement on the model outputs and devise better

evaluation metrics for semantic meanings of word clusters.
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6.2.2 Towards Automatic Model-Based Feature Construction for Embeddings

In chapter 5, we introduced multi-view aspect features, the objective was:

• To leverage an existing model, i.e., topic modeling and construct appropriate features

for social media when there is a target misalignment problem.

• To develop a probabilistic multi-view representation of the data, to facilitate model-

based feature construction in social media.

One main observation we found was that we can identify the best perspective to apply topic

modeling by considering the coherence of the view, i.e., measuring how well the grouping of

text data makes sense. While the focus for the STI prediction problem was topic modeling,

the multi-view approach to model-based feature construction is general and can also be

applied to other models for feature development.

A natural question is how to we leverage research in neural network and deep learning

to domains to extend the multi-view approach. One direction of research is to apply this

approach to word embedding features. However, this raises new challenges, not present in the

multi-view aspect feature construction method such as how to weigh the importance of word,

or character-level, units for which we have feature representations. Thus, the probabilistic

representation may be limited, since it does not capture the real-valued representation for

embedding. A recent work, [206], has shown it is possible to use multi-views for sbstractive

dialogue summarization, however it is not clear how to adapt this to a prediction framework

on social media.

In particular we can consider the following questions for future work:

• What is the best way to aggregate the embedding-based features? There are sev-

eral ways to combine the embedding-based features, for example if we take a direct

implementation of our probabilistic multi-view approach, then for each “document”

partition we could perform a weighted aggregation.

• Can we use the same coherence measure in order to give us a good view of the data

to construct our embedding-based features? We would need to develop new metrics to

use if the coherence is no longer valid.

However an alternative approach is to develop a deep learning architecture to represent each

intermediate partition [96]. The bottleneck here is then developing a unique deep learning

architecture for each of the representations.
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6.2.3 Studying User-User interactions

From previous work, we saw that we can learn useful signals by incorporating background

text to ground the text to some background knowledge. We can also leverage some structure

in community question answering forums to learn expertise of users. However, to learn user-

reliabilities, one limitation is that there is an assumed structure in social media, i.e., someone

asks a question and users give appropriate answers to try to answer this question. However,

in many cases this may not be given explicitly, for instance in Twitter there may be many

users talking about vaccine hesitancy, i.e., antivax supporters, and while some may raise

legitimate concerns, there are many propagating false information. Thus, an extension of

source reliability modeling in social media is to model reliabilities directly from user-user

interactions.
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APPENDIX A: CROWDQM SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

A.1 DERIVATION OF THE CROWDQM UPDATE RULES

Recall we use coordinate descent [160] to solve our optimization problem, hence we split

the update rules to three cases.

Case A.1. We can rewrite the objective function in Equation 4.5 as follows

min
a∗m

M∑
m=1

∑
n∈Nm

Rm,n||a∗m − am,n||2 + C

s.t. Rm,n =
K∑
k=1

r(k)
n d(u(k)

n , p(k)
m ) and am,n =

1

|wm,n|
∑

ω∈wm,n

vω and
∑
n

exp(−r(k)
n ) = 1∀k

(A.1)

where C is a constant w.r.t. a∗m, taking the derivative of Equation A.1 and setting it equal

to zero we have

∂f

∂a∗m
=
∑
n∈Nm

2Rm,n · (a∗m − am,n) = 0 (A.2)

and therefore,

a∗m =

∑
n∈Nm

Rm,nam,n∑
n∈Nm

Rm,n

(A.3)

Case A.2. Re-writing the objective function in Equation 4.5, we have

min
r
(k)
n

N∑
n=1

Rm,n

(
||a∗m − am,n||2 +

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

||am,n − vc||2
)

s.t.
∑
n

exp(−r(k)
n ) = 1∀k

(A.4)

Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian of Equation A.4 and setting it to zero we have

∂L
∂r

(k)
n

=
∑

m∈Mn

d(u(k)
n , p(k)

m )

(
||a∗m − am,n||2 +

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

||am,n − uc||2
)

− λk exp(−r(k)
n ) = 0

(A.5)
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Hence we can re-arrange Equation A.5 solving for r
(k)
n ,

r(k)
n = − log

∑
m∈Mn

d(u(k)
n , p(k)

m )

(
||a∗m − am,n||+

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

||am,n − vc||2
)

+ log λk

(A.6)

the last term is a normalization term for each k.

Case A.3. We rewrite Equation 4.5 summing over the post-comment pairs

min
vω

∑
<m,n>∈Dω

Rn,m

(
||a∗m − am,n||2 +

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

||am,n − vc||2
)
. (A.7)

Taking the derivative of Equation A.7 with respect to vω and setting the resulting equation

equal to zero we have

∑
<m,n>∈Dω

Rm,n

|wm,n|

(
a∗m +

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

vc

)
− Rm,n(1 + β)

|wm,n|2
∑

ω′∈wm,n

vω′ = 0 (A.8)

Note that, ∑
ω′∈wm,ns

vω′ = vω +
∑

ω′∈wm,ns\{ω}

vω′ . (A.9)

Thus we can rewrite Equation A.8 as

∑
<m,n>∈Dω

Rm,n(1 + β)

|wm,n|2
vω =

∑
<m,n>∈Dω

Rm,n

|wm,n|

(
a∗m +

β

|cm|
∑
c∈cm

vc

)

− Rm,n(1 + β)

|wm,n|2
∑

ω′∈wm,n\{ω}

vω′

(A.10)

solving for vω then follows directly.
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